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IN THE MATTER OF

NOVARTIS CORPORATION , ET AL.

Docket 9279. interlocutory Order, August 1999

ORDER GRANTING APPLICATION FOR STAY OF PART IV OF ORDER

On July 19 , 1999 , respondents Novartis Corporation and Novartis
Consumer Health, Inc. (collectively "Novaris ) applied for a stay

pending appeal of Par IV of the Commission s order of May 13
1999 , as modified by order dated July 2 1999 , (hereinafter "Order
which imposes a corrective advertising requirement. Complaint
counsel opposes the granting of a stay. For the reasons stated below
the Commission grants the application and stays the enforcement of
Part IV of its Order pending a ruling disposing of the petition for
review recently fied by Novartis in the United States Court of

Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. All othcr provisions of
the Order will remain in effect during the pendency of the appeal.

Commission adjudicativc orders (except divestiture orders) take
effect "upon the sixtieth day after" their date of service, unless
stayed , in whole or in part and subject to such conditions as may be

appropriate by... the Commission" or "an appropriate court of
appeals. " 15 U.S. c. 45 (g)(2). A part seeking a stay must first apply
for such reliefto the Commission. Novartis has done so in its July 19
application.

Commission Rule 3 . 56( c), 16 CFR 3 . 56( c), sets out the applicable
legal standard for the granting of a stay pending appeal. An applicant
for a stay must address the following four factors: (I) " the likelihood
of the applicant's success on appeal" ; (2) "whether the applicant will
suffer irreparable harm if a stay is not granted" ; (3) " the degree of
injury to other parties if a stay is granted" ; and (4) "why the stay is in
the public interest." Id.

We consider each of these prongs in turn.

I. LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS 0" THE MERITS

Novartis ' assertions of a likelihood of success on the merits
merely revisit arguments that we have already considered and rej ected
in our May 27 , 1999 opinion and in our order of July 2 denying its
petition for reconsideration. Novartis first claims that consumer
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beliefs about Doan s superior efficacy for back pain could have been
caused by that product s historical positioning as a remedy for back
pain, and might not have been substantially created or reinforced by
the deceptive advertising campaign. App. for Stay at 7-8. That claim
is rebutted by surveys that demonstrate significant changes in
consumer attitudes during the course of the campaign. In re Navartis
Corp. No. 9279 , 1999 FTC LEXIS 90 , at 84-88 (May 13 , 1999). We

have explained that the NFO Study, whjch documented a lingering of
consumer misbeliefs six months after the deceptive advertising
campaign ended, was not rendered invalid merely because it did not
ask specifically about the effect of the challenged advertisements.
App. for Stay at 8-9. To the contrary, the temporal coincidence of
changes in consumer perceptions with the period of the challenged
campaign adequately demonstrates causality, and hence the validity
of the study. Navartis Corp., 1999 FTC LEXIS 90 , at *91.

We also have previously rejected Novartis ' next argument -- that

false beliefs on the part of consumers that Doan s was more

effcacious for the treatment of back pain than other bninds would not
necessarily make such consumers more likely to purchase Doan
App. for Stay at 9- 13. Indeed , we have pointed out that Novartis ' own

expert has conceded that a back pain sufferer who mistakenly

believes that a product is superior for the treatment of back pain
would be motivated to purchase the product." Navartis Corp. , 1999

FTC LEXIS 90 , at *71 (citing Jacoby Tr. 3371). Finally, Novartis
even argues against the very exemption that the Commission granted
it -- claiming that the exemption of advertisements of fifteen seconds
or less renders the corrective advertising requirement " irrational."
App. for Stay at 15. That incongruous claim is rebutted by the fact
that the exemption was designed specifically to ensure that our
corrective advertising requirement would not hinder Novartis ' ability

to use its historically preferred advertising format. See Novartis

Corp. 1999 FTC LEXIS 90 , at *107. Novartis offers no reason for
us to question our prior treatment of any of these points , and its
renewal of these arguments , without more , is insufficient to justify the
grant of a stay. See In re Toys "R" Us, Inc. No. 9278 , slip op. at I
(Dec. I 1998);In re Detroit Auto Dealers Ass , Inc. No. 9189 , 1995

FTC LEXIS 256 , at *4 (Aug. 23 1995).
We recognize that our prior determination -- that consumer

misbeliefs substantially caused or reinforced by the deceptive
advertising campaign are likely to linger -- is based upon a complex
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factual record. We are confident of the correctness of our decision
and the grant of the stay pending appeal neither states or implies
doubt on our part as to the merits of Novartis ' claims. See In re
California Dental Ass 1996 FTC LEXIS 277 , at *9. Nevertheless
it is well settled that arguable diffculties arising from the application
of the law to a complex factual record can support a finding that a
stay applicant has made a substantial showing on the merits. See In
re Toys "R" Us, Inc. No. 9278 , slip op. at I (collecting cases). We
remain convinced , for the reasons articulated in our previous opinion
see Navartis Corp., 1999 FTC LEXIS 90 , at *95- 103 , that the effects
ofNovartis ' deceptive advertising campaign would linger for at least
five more years (at which time the corrective advertising requirement
wil automatically terminate). Nevertheless , Novartis ' arguments on
the merits are adequate (if barely so) to warrant consideration of the
remaining factors noted above.

II. IRREPARABLE INJURY

Novartis must demonstrate that denial of a stay would cause it
irreparable harm. Conclusory or unsupported assertions of harm do
not suffice , and "mere injuries , however substantial , in terms of
money" do not constitute legally cognizable irreparable injury.
Sampson v. Murray, 415 U.S. 61 90 (1974) (internal quotation marks
omitted). The controlling factor is irreparable injury. Novartis bears
the burden of proving that the alleged irreparable injury is substantial
and likely to occur absent a stay. See Michigan Coalition of
Radioactive Material Users v. Griepentrog, 945 F.2d 150 , 154 (6
Cir. 1991).

Novartis alleges irreparable injury on two principal grounds: first
the non-recoverable costs it will incur in re- labeling its products
while its appeal proceeds; second , the adverse effects on consumer
perceptions of Do an s and on Doan s retail distribution that use of the
corrective message would arguably have. App. for Stay at 18. The
costs that Novartis would incur in complying with Part IV of the
Order could not be recovered in the event that N ovartis prevails on
appeal; therefore , such costs constitute irreparable injury under these
facts.

Moreover, while we are satisfied that any effects upon Doan
sales or reputation are proper remedial consequences of removing the
lingering effects ofNovartis ' deceptive conduct , the irreparable injury
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inquiry examines the consequences to Novartis if it succeeds on the
merits of its appeal. If a Court of Appeals were to determine that
corrective advertising is not appropriate , then any lost sales or
reputational harm associated with the corrective advertising require-
ment during the pendency of the appeal may indeed be difficult to
ameliorate. See In re California Dental Ass No. 9259 1996 FTC
LEXIS 277 , at *7 (May 22 , 1996) (holding that where compliance
could cause confusion or require costly notification if reversed on
appeal , a party may be irreparably injured). Thus, while the
Commission clearly has the authority to impose the corrective
advertising remedy contained in Part IV of our Order , Novartis has
made an adequate showing that it would be irreparably injured if the
Commission s decision were to be overturned on appeal.

II HARM TO OTHERS AND THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Because complaint counsel represents the public interest in
effective law enforcement , we consider the third and fourth prongs
together. See Id. at *7-

Novartis contends that the issuance of a stay would be in the
public interest because implementation of the corrective advertising
requirement could dissuade individuals for whom Doan s could be
effective from using the product. In fact, our finding that the
challenged advertising campaign was deceptive and consumers
continue to harbor false beliefs that Doan s is superior to other

products for the treatment of back pain Novartis Corp. 1999 FTC
LEXIS 90 , at *94 , 102- , demonstrates thatthe public interest would
not, if anything, cut against the issuance of a stay. There is a danger
that, if we grant a stay, some consumers laboring under the mis-
impression that Doan s is superior for the treatment of back pain
would purchase Doan s who would not have chosen to do so had they
known the truth about the product. Moreover, the fact that individuals
may have a range of different responses to any treatment for back
pain , whether advertised fairly or deceptively, canot prevent a
general ban of deceptive advertising or any requirement of correction.
App. for Stay at 19-20.

CONCLUSION

The decision whether to stay Part IV of our Order is a close one.
We recognize that granting a stay will likely entail some harm to the
public interest by permitting lingering misbeliefs to affect consumer
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behavior during the period of the stay. In the interest of developing a
reasonable accommodation between Novartis ' private interests and
the public interest in eliminating the lingering effects of its deceptive
advertising campaign, however, and in light of the complex factual
issues underlying our conclusion that corrective advertising is
necessary, we stay Part IV of the Order during " the relatively brief
period ofa stay pending appeal." In re Toys "R" Us, Inc. No. 9278

slip op. at 2. We are confident that the Court of Appeals wil resolve
this matter expeditiously, thus limiting the extent of consumer injury
occasioned by our grant of this stay.

Apart from the stayed provisions of Part IV , all other provisions
of the Order will take effect upon the sixtieth day after service. 

California Dental Ass 1995 FTC LEXIS 256 , at *11 (" Respondent
has not sought to stay those provisions of the Order that prohibit
continuation of the restraints found to be unlawful. Respondent has
thus attempted to minimize the harm to the public interest while
focusing on the provisions that create the greatest harm to itself. "
The stay shall remain in effect until the court of appeals issues a
ruling disposing of the petition for review.

Commissioner Swindle concurring.

CO"CURRING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWINDLE

The Commission has grantvd Novartis ' petition for a stay pending

appellate review of the corrective advertising provision contained in
Part IV of the Order. I have voted in favor of granting the petition for
a stay. However , I am writing separately to explain the differences
between my reasons for granting the petition and those of the
majority.

The Commission considers four factors when deciding whether
to grant a stay: I) the likelihood of the applicant' s success on appeal;
2) whether thc applicant will suffer irreparable harm absent a stay;
3) injury to others ifthe stay is granted; and 4) whether the stay is in
the public interest. 16 CFR 3. 56(c). I will discuss each factor in turn.

The existence of a false beliefthat is likely to lingcr is one of the
prerequisites for corrective advertising under Warner-Lambert Co. 

FTC 562 F.2d 749 (D. C. Cir. 1977), modifing and enforcing 86
FTC 1398 (1975). In the instant case , the Administrative Law Judge
concluded that the evidence that had been offered did not prove the
existence of a lingering false belief. In dissenting from the imposition
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of the corrective advertising provision in this case , I also concluded
that the exceedingly weak evidence offered on this issue did not prove
the existence of a lingering false belief.' Because , as both the AU and
I determined , the evidence did not prove the existence of the lingering
belief, which is necessary to support the imposition of corrective
advertising, I conclude that there is a substantial likelihood that
Novartis will prevail on the merits of its appeal.

With regard to the second factor, I also conclude that Novartis has

shown that it will suffer irreparable injury in absence of a stay. If a
stay is not granted , then Novartis will suffer some irreparable harm
by incurring the non-recoverable cost of affxing the corrective
message to approximately 2 000 000 packages of Do an s pills. Cohen
Dec. 13. Moreover, if a stay is not granted, the corrective
advertising requirement will compel Novartis to engage in
commercial speech in violation of its rights under the First
Amendment. Novartis Corporation, et aI. Dkt. No. 9279 (May 13

1999) (Statement of Commissioner Orson Swindle , concurring in part
and dissenting in part). The loss of First Amendment rights , even for
minimal periods of time , may constitute irreparable injury sufficient
to support granting a stay. See Elrod v. Burns 427 U.S. 347 , 373

(1976); National Treasury Employees 
v. United States 927 F.

1253 , 1254 (D. C. Cir. 1991). Based on the irrevocable economic loss
that Novartis will incur by relabeling its packages and the harm to its
First Amendment right to engage (or not engage) in commercial
speech, I conclude that Novartis will likely be irreparably harmed if
the stay is not granted.

As for the third factor, if the stay is granted and the corrective
advertising remedy is therefore postponed , consumers are unlikely to
suffer harm because there was insufficient evidence that the false
belief is likely to be lingering in the minds of consumers. Because
unlike the majority, I do not believe that the record shows any
lingcring effect, it follows that there will be no consumer injury ifthe
Commission grants a stay. Finally, I conclude that the stay is in the
public interest because it forestalls a possible injury to one party
Constitutional rights without injuring consumers.

My determination that all four factors to be evaluated under Rule
3 .56( c) weigh in favor of granting a stay is a logical outgrowth ofthe

I To support the corrective advertising requirement , the evidence in the record would have to

show that the belief was likely to linger in the minds of consumers for the duration of the requirement

which extends morc than eight years after Novaris discontinued making the implied deceptive claim.
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conclusion that I reached just over two months ago in dissenting from
the imposition ofa corrective advertising requirement. Accordingly,
I agree that the appropriate result here is to stay the corrective

advertising portion of the Order.

In contrast , the logical outgrowth of everything that the majority
has previously said and done in this case should have resulted in a
denial of the petition for a stay. I cannot reconcile the reasons that the
majority has given for granting the stay with the unequivocal

conclusions and decisive language in its opinion, especially its
cursory dismissal of Novartis ' arguments on the merits and reliance
on purportedly substantial and ongoing consumer injury to justify the
extraordinary remedy of corrective advertising. I similarly cannot
reconcile the corrective advertising requirement imposed with any
evidence in the record. Rather than rehashing and belaboring these
issues , however, I instead leave it to the Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia Circuit to determine whether the corrective
advertising provision can be sustained notwithstanding these clear
discrepancies.

.. , , 

Novart!s must spend $8 fflllton fOT correctIve advertisements If It wants to tenmnate the
corrective advertising requirement before September 2004, Given the majority's preoccupation with
corrective advertising, I find especially puzzling the order provision that allows Novaris to count
toward that $8 million figure its expenditures fOT 15-second broadcast advertisements that will not carry
,he corrective message
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IN THE MATTER OF

LIBERTY FIANCIAL COMPANIES , INC.

CONSENT ORDER, ETe. , IN REGAR TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEe. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-389i. Complaint, Aug. 1999--Decision, Aug. . 1999

This consent order , among other things , prohibits Liberty Financial Companies
Inc. , the Massachusetts-based website operation , from misrepresenting the purpose

for the collection or use of personal information from or about children or
consumers age thirteen through seventeen. The consent order requires the
respondent to provide clear and prominent notice with respect to its practices
regarding its colJection and use of personal information.

Participants

For the Commission: Toby Levin, Sydney Knight, Joel Winston
C. Lee Peeler and Louis Silversin.

For the respondent: Willam MacLeod, Collier, Shannon, Rill &
Scott Washington , D.

COMPLAINT

Thc Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Liberty Financial Companies , Inc. , a corporation ("respondent ), has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public
interest , alleges:

1. Respondent Liberty Financial Companies, Inc. , is a

Massachusetts corporation with its principal offce or place of
business at 600 Atlantic Avenue , Boston , Massachusetts.

2. Respondent has operated a World Widc Web ("Web" ) sitc

located at http://www.younginvestor. com (the "Website
3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this complaint

have been in or affccting commerce , as "commcrce" is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

4. Respondent has disseminated or caused to be disseminated on
its Website certain Web pages directed at children knowr1 as Thc
Young Investor Measure Up Survey area. (Exhibit AJ. At this area
respondent conducts a survey that collects from participants
numerous items of information such as the individual's: weekly
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amount of allowance; types of financial gifts received such as stocks
bonds and mutual funds , and from whom; spending habits; part time
work history; plans for college; and family finances including
ownership of any mutual funds or investments in the Stein Roe
Young Investor Fund offered by respondent. The survey states that
(aJll of your answers wil be totally anonymous. " The survey ends

with a section entitled "Entry Form" that asks participants what prize
they would prefer if they win the " quarterly drawing, " and asks if they

would like to be added to the Young Investor e-mail newsletter.
The survey collects personal identifying information , including name

age , and gender, and participants in the survey are also told to provide
e-mail address and street address in order to receive the newsletter
and for identification purposes if they win the drawing.

5. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has

represented, expressly or by implication, that it maintains the
information it collects at the Measure Up Survey area in an
anonymous manner.

6. In truth and in fact, respondent does not maintain the

information it collects at the Measure Up Survey area in an
anonymous manner because individuals can be identified with their
responses to the survey. While respondent has not sold , rented , or

otherwise marketed the information to any third party, respondent
compiles and maintains a database that combines the personal
identifying information that it collects in the Entry Form section of
the survey, including name , address , and e-mail address , with all
other survey responses. Therefore, the representation set forth in

paragraph five was , and is , false or misleading.
7. The Measure Up Survey (Exhibit AJ contains the following

statements:

A. "Would you like to be added to the Young Investor e-mail newsletter?"
B. "Each Quarter, one participant will win.his or her choice ofa digital video

camera, CD ROM drive or flatbed scanner.
C. If you are chosen as a winner in the quarterly drawing, which prize would

you like?
o Connectix color digital video camera
o CD ROM drive
o Flatbed scanner

The survey then requests personal identifying information from the
participants , including name , residence, and e-mail address , and states
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that this information " (m Just be completed to get our newsletter" and
will only be used to contact you if you win.

8. Through the means described in paragraph seven, respondent
has represented , expressly or by implication , that:

A. Participants in the Measure Up Survey who submit the
requested personal identifying information receive upon request
respondent' s Young Investor e-mail newsletter.

B. In each quarter , a participant in the Measure Up Survey who
submits the requested personal identifying information is selected to
win his or her choice of specified prizes.

9. In truth and in fact:

A. Participants in the Measure Up Survey who submit the
requested personal identifying information do not receive upon
request respondent' s Young Investor e-mail newsletter. Respondent
has not provided an e-mail newsletter to any of the participants in the
survey and , in fact, has never developed such an e-mail newsletter.

B. A participant in the Measure Up Survey who submits the
requested personal identifying information has not been selected in
each quarter to win his or her choice of specified prizes.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph eight were , and
are, false or misleading.

10. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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See how you measure upto other kids irl
understading money and investing.
Eaeh Quarer , one paricipant will win
his or her choice ofadigitaJ video
camera, CD ROM drive or flatbed
scaner.

Take the Survev Now

View Current Surnv Results

Seethe Winner s List
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Than you for tang par in our importt srudy. This
surey is being conducted to help us lear more about the
experiences of students nalionwide.

As you will notice as you fill out this questionnaire , many of
the ques!ions are about serioU5 topics and issues (t is very
imporrant that you answer all questions truthfully and
completcly, saying exac!ly what you have experienced . Trus
is not atcs!; there are norigh!or\\Tonganswers. \gain.
pJea5C be as honeslasyouc:minamwcring!he following

$!lons

All of your answer, will b IOlall - monymous

A. 
Allowance

AI. HowrnuchofanilllowancedoyolJcurrcml\
receive each week"

o Idon !rcc j\eJ.n::tl lo"Jnce
o !'mnQ(sure

:\1. Do you usually save some of your allo\\ilce':

o Yes

ONe
OldontrcccivcilJ.llowmcc
o No(sure

B. 
Gifts

Bl. Have you received any ot"he following as a gift':

Check all that apply

'(-

lof7
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II.SaVings Bonds
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IYes :-oi ,Sl1re
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rorore
82. \Vho has given yell these types of gifts

CheckalJ that apply

~~~~

D Famly Friends

iD Nooe of the Above 

i:: Grandparents

Brothc::s!Si ::s

J 00."
-: Not Sure

lB. What do you usuaih' do with gifts of money

Check a!lthat apply

Q Spend it on
something 1 need

\.JSpenditon
lsom fhingl want , but

Idon ! really need 

O Givcittomy 

- .

tSt - f, I .J PUI\tmmvs3\'ml!S! aren o save or !account

___

I - -
D PUli!mtOa .. Buy an individua!

mutua ! fund account iStock or Bond

1!J ece ive

- -

1-: NotS:;c .Igiftsofmoney I

c. 
Work

~~~- - -- - -- -- 

Cl. Do you currcn!lyha\-ca pJr1-!imcJobduring !he
school;' car

o y

c!Sure

cz. To cam C-.tfa. mOilc:-. do \C'udo oocjohssl:ch:ls
shovcling snow . mo\,ing 1;:":ls . raking le;:\csof

3 - 3
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DJb\' 5Ining

o Yes

o No
o NOlSure

D. How 
taugbt about MOlley

D1. How knowledgeable do you think you are aboU!
money compared 10 o!her people your age

o Very knowledgeable

OSomewha!k.owledgeablt
o No! very knowledgea.ble

!";ot know1edgeable JlaJi

o Nor Sure

D2. 'W'hohas!auQhl\'ouwh:J.\oulno\\Jboutmor.c\
and inves!jng

-. 

Che k all tbill apply 
IOMyparents i

~~~

My bwther or .J Mv frends SLstrs L- -

.-- . -

I CJ TeJcvisiorl iaa
ndJor -

0 I figured it out No!

: - ----, - ;-- - _

D3. Have YOU ever taken" l;bss \\here \ l''J k:lm abou!
moneyanclinvesling

o Yes, tak r.suchi.ciJss
a No nO!wke!1such clas5

O:-OISure

D4. Wou!dyoulike1l!akeaclass\vhere:-ol1leam
moreabomffoneyandinvesling

o Yes , would like !O lake such a clJss

o No_ would not likclOlake such::class

o NmSure

E. 
College

EI. Are you planning toat!end college

o Yes , planning to att.:ndcollege

B - 

30f7
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1'10 \1'Jsu" u Sur-"

",,

o :-o. nlHplarJ1inglo

O;\otSure
\'.!enJ cQlie

E2. :ve you cLlcn!ly sa," jng mane " lorcoltef'~

a Yes curremlysaving

a No. !1Olcurrenliy sa\'ing

O:-o!Surc

E3. Are your parems curremly sa\'ing money for your
collegeedllcation?

o Yes cUfen!lysa\'it1

o No. nO!cllelltjys ir.g

o NOISure

F. 
Family Finances

FI. Do your parents discuss familv finances with Yl)l.
on a regular basis

o Yes. discuss

O?\o. don tdiscuss
o Not Sure

F2. Do you own any murual funds

o Yes

o No
OJ\' otSure

F3. Arc VOL! a Sein Roe YOU:lC: k. \estor FUrld
shareholder

o Yes

01\'
o Not Sure

G. Knowledge Questions

Gl. lfamovie star has to pay feder 1 income !a\; on
S3 million in income this vear. JbOll! how much do
you thirl !his mo\'i Slar illl1J.\c to pJy

OS70 000

05\00.000

05400.000

o S900 000

c: - 5
of7
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a,ure u unt'

OSI. 51j1j_noo

o No Sun:

G2. Pleasepiclrhec!oses!dd mition for3tnlC!lJ;l1

fud from Ihe choices belov.

a An investment company tJ:at rJ.ises rnone1
from shareholders and in'ests in securi!ie,

o Deb! insuucnt issued by a ban Ihat
usually pays interest

a An inte,est bearng security thatobligatcs
the issuer!o pay the holder a specified sum at
money and repay principa! amouma marury

QOv.llershipofacorporationrepresentedby
shares :hat are claims Or! thi; company amit1g
and assets

o Not Sure

GJ. Over lv,ent;. years ' time. wher would ou expcc
to make the mostmonev: the s!Ock market. the bond
market. or ban ce!1ific !es D, deposit (CDs I

OStod.:\1arkel
o Bond Market

o Ban Cer1ificates o(D.:posit (CDs)

o Not Sure

G4. Do yOU !hin. (he federal J (IC:l is ('ood b d. ('r
has no ejre:ct on lhe econom:' 

o Good

o Bad

o Nodfec!

o NOISure

G5. What percentage of Americ:r Jdults do you think
are cUfTemly oUlofwork?

o Less than 1 %

01-
06- 10%

011- 15%

016-20%

o 21% or more

o Not Sure

G6, \\al percentage ofAmerlCJ:1 "'CUllS do you think
make more thar. S 1 00 000 J yt'JJ:

o Less lhan 1 %

B- c;
son

128 FTC.
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'" .\:eJ,ure " u,,"

06- 10"

011. \::0'

016-20%

o 21%ormore

o Not Sure

Gi. Alwhal ag Jo you think that YOll will reme

o J\'ever 0 Not Sure

H. 
ographic estio

Hl. i .re you

Or-' Iale

o Female

H2. Howoidareyol.

HJ. How aflen. da YOll surf!h bco

o Oail;:
o Afev.;lmeSJ".:d

o Ollc ;Jweek

o A rev. rim s a month

H4. \1, nat do vo:. thin.k ot" YOWl" in\ .;Q,lf \\'
Site

o Ol"eo(!hebesl,il ,;ontl1e"eb
o Helpful in mderstanding mC!1ey

o I would recomm nd it to my friends

o It sucks
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer

Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which, if issued by the Commission , would charge

respondent with violation of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and
Thc respondent, its attorneys" and counsel for Federal Trade

Commission having thercafter executed an agreement containing a
consent order, an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional
facts set forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint , a statement that the

signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondent that the law has been violated
as alleged in such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such
complaint , other than jurisdictional facts , are true and waivers and
other provisions as required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent
has violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
conscnt agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , the Commission hcreby issucs its
complaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the
following order:

I. Respondent Liberty Financial Companies, Inc. , is a

Massachusetts corporation with its principal offce or place of
business at 600 Atlantic Avenue , Boston , Massachusetts.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent , and the proceeding
is in the proceeding is in the public interest.

ORDER

DEFI"ITIO?\S

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply:

I. " Child" or children shall mean an individual under the age of
thirtecn (13).
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2. "Parents or parental" shall mean a legal guardian , including,
but not limited to , a biological or adoptive parent.

3. "Personal information shall mean individually identifiable
information about an individual collected online , including first and
last name , home or other physical address including street name and
name of a city or town , e-mail address , telephone number , Social
Security number , or any information concerning the child or the
parents of that child that the website collects online from the child
and combines with an identifier described in this definition.

4. "Disclosure shall mean , with respect to personal information
(a) the release of personal information collected from a child in
identifiable form for any purpose , except where such information is
provided to a person other than respondent who provides support for
the internal operations of the website and does not disclose or use that
information for any other purpose, and (b) making .personal
information collected from a child by a website directed to children
or at any commercial website where respondent has actual knowledge
that it is collecting personal information from a child, publicly

available in identifiable form , by any means including, but not limited
, public posting through the Internet, or through a home page of a

website, a pen pal service , an electronic mail service , a message
board , or a chat room.

5. " Clear(ly) and prominent(ly) " shall mean in a type size and
location that are not obscured by any distracting elements and are
suffciently noticeable for an ordinary consumer to read and
comprehend , and in a typeface that contrasts with the background
against which it appears.

6. "Electronically verifable signature shall mean a digital
signature or other electronic means that ensures a valid consent by
requiring: (I) authentication (guarantee that the messagc has come
from the person who claims to have sent it); (2) integrity (proof that
the message contents have not been altered, deliberately or

accidentally, during transmission); and (3) non-repudiation (ccrtainty
that the sender of the message cannot later deny sending it).

7. Verifiable parental consent shall mean obtaining consent by
any reasonable effort (taking into consideration available technology),
including a request for authorization for future collection, use , and
disclosure described in the notice , to ensure that a parent of a child
receives notice of the respondent' s personal information collection
use , and disclosure practices , and authorizes the collection , use , and
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disclosure , as applicable , of personal information and the subsequen.t
use of that information before that information is collected from that
child. Such reasonable efforts may include any of the following
means: (I) a signed statement transmitted by postal mail or facsimile;
(2) authorizing a charge to a credit card via a secure server; (3) e-mail
accompanied by an electronicallyverifiable signature; (4) a procedure
that is specifically authorized by statute , regulation, or guide issued
by the Commission; or (5) such other procedure that ensures verified
parental consent and ensures the identity of the parent, such as the use
of a reliable certifying authority.

8. " Website directed to children shall mean a commercial
website targeted to children, or that portion of a commercial website
that is targeted to children. Provided however, that a commercial
website or a portion of a commercial website shall not be deemed
directed to children solely for referring or linking to a commercial
website directed to children by using information location tools
including a directory, index , reference, pointer, or hypertext link.

9. Unless otherwise specified respondent shall mean Libert
Financial Companies , Inc. , its successors and assigns and its officers
agents , representatives , and employees.

10. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Tradc Commission Act , 15 U. c. 44.

It is ordered That rcspondent, directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
any online collection of personal information from children and/or
consumers age thirteen (13) through seventeen (17), in or affecting
commerce , shall not make any misrepresentation, in any manner
expressly or by implication:

A. That thc information collected is maintained in an anonymous
manner;

B. That children and/or consumers age thirteen (13) through
seventeen (17) who submit such information will receive an e-mail
newsletter or any other represented product or service;

C. That children and/or consumers age thirteen (13) through
seventeen (17) who submit such information are eligible to win prizes
in respondent' s drawing or contest; or
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D. Regarding the collection or use of personal information from
or about children and/or consumers age thirteen (13) through
seventeen (17).

II.

It is further ordered That respondent , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division, or other device , in connection with
the online collection of personal information at a website directed to
children , or at any commercial website where respondent has actual
knowledge that it is collecting personal information from a child , in
or affecting commerce , shall not collect personal information from
any child if respondent has actual knowledge that such child does not
have his or her parent s permission to provide the information to

respondent. For purposes of Parts , IV , and V of this order
respondent shall not be deemed to have actual knowledge if the child
has falsely represented that (s)he is not a child and respondent does
not knowingly possess information that such representation is false.

It is further ordered That respondent , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the online collection of personal information from children, at a

website directed to children , or at any commercial website where
respondent has actual knowledge that it is collecting personal

information from a child, in or affecting commerce , shall provide
clear and prominent notice with respect to respondent' s practices

regarding its collection and use of personal information. Such notice
shall include:

A. What information is being collected (e.

g., 

name

" "

home
address '1 li

e-mail address age interests "

B. How respondent uses such information;
C. Respondent s disclosure practices for such information (e.

g.,

parties to whom it may be disclosed , such as " advcrtisers of consumer
products

" "

mailing list companies

" "

the general public
D. A description of a means that is reasonable under the

circumstances by which a parent whose child has provided personal
information may obtain , upon request and upon proper identification
(i) a description of the specific types of personal information

collected from the child by respondent , (ii) the opportunity at any
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time to refuse to permit the respondent s further use or maintenance
in retrievable form, or future online collection, of personal

information from that child , and (iii) any personal information
collected from the child.

Such notice shall appear on the home page of respondent's website(s)
directed to children , or at any commercial website where respondent
has actual knowledge that it is collccting personal information from
a child , and at each location on the site(s) at which such information
is collected.

Provided , however, that for purposes ofthis Part , compliance with
all of the following shall be deemed adequate notice: (a) placement
of a clear and prominent hyperlink or button labeled PRIVACY
NOTICE on the home page(s), which directly links to the privacy
notice screen(s); (b) placement ofthe information required in this Part
clearly and prominently on the privacy notice screen(s), followed on
the same screen(s) with a button that must be clicked on to make it
disappcar; and (c) at each location on the sitc at which any personal
information is collected, placcment of a clear and prominent

hyperlink on the initial screen on which the collection takes place
which links directly to the privacy notice and which is accompanied
by the following statement in bold typeface:

NOTICE: We collect personal information on this site.
To learn more about how we use your information click bere.

IV.

It is further ordered That respondent , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the online collection of personal information from children at a
website directed to children , or at any commercial website where
respondent has actual knowledge that it is collecting personal

information from a child , in or affecting commerce , shall maintain a
procedure by which it obtains verifiable parental consent for the
collection , use or disclosure of such information from children.

It is further ordered That respondent Liberty Financial
Companies , Inc. , and its successors and assigns , shall delete from its
website(s) directed to children, and at any commercial website(s)
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where respondent has actual knowledge that it is collecting personal
information from a child , all personal information collected from
children prior to the date of service of the order.

VI.

It isfurther ordered That after the effective date of the Children
Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998 and any regulations or guides
promulgated by the Commission pursuant to the Act, compliance
with such statute , regulations , and guides shall be deemed to be
compliance with the definition section of this order and Parts II, II
and IV of this order.

VII.

It is further ordered That respondent Liberty Financial
Companies , Inc. , and its successors and assigns , shall maintain and
upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying the following:

A. For five (5) years after the last date of dissemination of a
notice required by this order, a print or electronic copy in HTML
format of all documents relating to compliance with Parts II through
V of this order, including, but not limited to , a sample copy of every
information collection form , Web page , screen , or document contain-
ing any representation regarding respondent's information collection
and use practices pertaining to children. Each Web page copy shall
be accompanied by the URL of the Web page where the material was
posted online. Electronic copies shall include all text and graphics
files, audio scripts , and other computer files used in presenting
information on the World Wide Web; and

B. For five (5) years after the last collection of personal
information from a child , all materials evidencing the verifiable
parental consent given to respondent.

Provided , however, that after creation of any Web page or screen in
compliance with this order, respondent shall not be required to retain
a print or electronic copy of any amended Web page or screen to the
extent that the amendment does not affect respondent' s compliance
obligations under this order.
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VII
It is further ordered That respondent Liberty Financial

Companies , Inc. , and its successors and assigns , shall deliver a copy
of this order to all current and future principals , officers , directors

and managers , and to all current and future employees , agents , and
representatives having responsibilities with respect to the subject
matter of this order. Respondcnt shall deliver this order to current
personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of service ofthis order
and to future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person
assumes such position or responsibilities.

IX.

It is further ordered That respondent Liberty Financial
Companies, Inc. , and its successors and assigns , shall notify the
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in the
corporation that may affect compliance obligations arising under this
order, including, but not limited to , a dissolution , assignment , sale
merger, or other action that would result in the emergence of a
successor corporation; the creation or dissolution of a subsidiary,

parent , or affiliate that engages in any acts or practices subject to this
order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy petition; or a change in the
corporate name or address. Providcd , however, that , with respect to
any proposed change in the corporation about which respondent
learns less than thirty (30) days prior to the date such action is to take
place, respondent shall notify the Commission as soon as is
practicable after obtaining such knowledge. All notices required by
this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director
Division of Enforcement , Bureau of Consumer Protection , Federal
Trade Commission , Washington, D.

It is further ordered That respondent Liberty Financial
Companies , Inc. , and its successors and assigns , shall , within sixty
(60) days after service of this order, and at such other times as the
Federal Trade Commission may require , file with the Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order.
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XI.

This order will terminate on August 12 2019 , or twenty (20)
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompany-
ing consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the
order, whichever comes later; provided , however, that the filing of
such a complaint will not affect the duration of:

A. Any Part in this order that tcrminates in less than twenty (20)
years;

B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.

Provided , further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order will terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed , except that the order will not
terminate betwecn the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such

dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MA TTER OF

BAT. INDUSTRIES P.L.C. , ET AL.

SET ASIDE ORDER IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEe. 7 OF THE CLA YTON ACT AND SEC. 5 OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 9271. Consent Order April 1995-Set Aside Order, Aug. , 1999

This order reopens a 1995 consent order -. which required the respondents to divest
certain cigarette brands and a cigarette manufacturing facility - and sets aside the

prior approval provision pursuant to the Commission s Prior Approval Policy

Statement. Thus the consent order is set aside in its entirety because no further
obligation remains under the order, besides an annual reporting requirement.

ORDER SETTING ASIDE ORDER

On April 29 , 1999, British American Tobacco p. l.c. ("BAT"), the

successor to B.AT Industries p. l.c. and Brown & Williamson

Tobacco Corporation, the respondents in the above-referenced order
("Order ), fied its Petition to Reopen and Modify Order ("Petition

in this matter. BAT asks that the Commission reopen and modify the
Order pursuant to Section 5(b) ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act
("FTC Act ), 15 U. c. 45(b), and Section 2. 51 ofthe Commission
Rules of Practice and Procedure , 16 CFR 2. , and consistent with
the Statement of Federal Trade Commission Concerning Prior
Approval and Prior Notice Provisions , issued on June 21 , 1995

("Policy Statement ' The Petition requests that the Commission
reopen and modify the Order to eliminate the prior approval provision
in paragraph IV of the Order. The thirt-day comment period on the
Petition ended June 29 , I 999. No comments were received. for the
reasons discussed below, the Commission has determined to grant
BA T's Petition. Because there would remain no further affirmative

obligations under the Order , besides an annual reporting requirement
the Commission has determined to set aside the Order in its entirety.

The complaint in this matter alleges that BAT's acquisition of the
American Tobacco Company ("A TC" ) violated Section 5 ofthe FTC
Act, as amended , 15 U. c. 45 , and Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as

amended , 15 U. C. 18 , by lessening competition in the United States

60 Fed, Reg, 39,745-47 (August 3. 1995); 4 Trade Reg, Rep, (CCH) 13,241.
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cigarette market. The Order required BAT to divest certain assets of
A TC, as defined in the Order. The Commission approved BAT's
application for approval to divest the assets to Commonwealth
Brands , Inc. , and BAT did so. Paragraph IV of the Order prohibits
BA T for a ten-year period from acquiring, without the prior approval
of the Commission , any stock , share capital , or other interest in any
concern engaged in the manufacture in the United States of cigarettes
for consumption in the United States; or from acquiring any assets
used for the manufacture , distribution , or sale in the United States of
cigarettes.

The Commission, in its Policy Statement

, "

concluded that a
general policy of requiring prior approval is no longer needed " citing
the availability of the premerger notification and waiting period
requiremcnts of Section 7 A of the Clayton Act , commonly referred
to as the Hart-Scott-Rodino ("HSR" ) Act , 15 U. c. 18a , to protect
the public interest in effective merger law enforcement.' The
Commission announced that it wil "henceforth rely on the HSR
process as its principal means of learning about and reviewing
mergers by companies as to which the Commission had previously
found a reason to believe that the companies had engaged or
attempted to engage in an illegal merger. " As a general matter
Commission orders in such cases wil not include prior approval or

prior notification requirements. ,,)
The Commission stated that it will continue to fashion remedies

as needed in the public interest, including ordering narrow prior
approval or prior notification requirements in certain limited
circumstances. The Commission said in its Policy Statement that "
narrow prior approval provision may be used where there is a credible
risk that a company that engaged or attempted to engage in an
anti competitive merger would , but for the provision , attempt the same
or approximately the same merger. " The Commission also said that
a narrow prior notification provision may be used where there is a

credible risk that a company that engaged or attempted to engage in
an anticompctitive merger would , but for an order , engage in an
otherwise unreportablc anticompetitivc merger. '" As explained in the
Policy Statemcnt , the need for a prior notification requirement will

2 Policy Statement at 2.

1d.

Id. at 3.
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depend on circumstances such as the structural characteristics of the
relevant markets , the size and other characteristics of the market
participants and other relevant factors.

The Commission also announced , in its Policy Statement, its
intention " to initiate a process for reviewing the retention or
modification of these existing requirements " and invited respondents

subject to such requirements "to submit a request to reopen the

order. '" The Commission determined that

, "

when a petition is filed
to reopen and modify an order pursuant to ... (the Policy Statement),
the Commission will apply a rebuttable presumption that the public
interest requires reopening of the order and modification of the prior
approval requirement consistent with the poJicy announced" in the
Policy Statement

The presumption is that setting aside the general prior approval
requirement of paragraph IV of the Order is in the pubJic interest.
There is no evidence in the record that suggests that this matter
presents any of the circumstances identified by the Policy Statement
as appropriate for retaining a narrow prior approval provision, nor is
thcre any indication of the circumstances that would warrant the
substitution of a prior notice provision for the prior approval
provision. There is nothing to suggest that the respondent would
attempt the same or essentially the same merger that gave rise to the
original complaint. In addition , it appears likely that futurc mergers
within the relevant market would be HSR reportable. BA T completed
the divestiture required by the Order. Nothing to overcome the
presumption having been presented , and because the only remaining
obJigation under the Order is the prior approval requirement in

paragraph IV and the attendant reporting requirements, the

Commission has determined to reopen the proceeding in Docket No.
9271 and set aside the Order.

Accordingly, It is hereby ordered That this matter be , and it
hereby is , reopened , and that the Commission s order issued on April

, 1995 , be , and it hereby is , set aside as of the effective date of this
order.

5 Id. 
at 4

6 Jd
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IN THE MATTER OF

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO COMPANY

CO"SENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIO" OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMYlISSION ACT

Docket C-3892, Complaint, Aug 1999--Decision, Aug. 1999

This consent order , among otherthings , prohibits R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
the North Carolina-based advertiser and distributor for Winston cigarettes , from

making deceptive or unsubstantiated representations, and requires certain
disclosures in the advertisements for cigarettes and other tobacco products.

Participants

For the Commission: Beth Grossman, Lisa Kopchik, Joel

Winston C. Lee Peeler, Joseph Mulholland and Margaret Patterson.
For the respondent: Judith Oldham, Coller, Shannon, Ril &

Scott Washington, D.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that R.I.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, a corporation ("respondent ), has

violated the provisions ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act , and it

appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public
interest, alleges:

I. Respondent R.I. Reynolds Tobacco Company is a New Jersey
corporation with its principal office or place of business at 401 North
Main Street , P. B. 2959 Winston-Salem , North Carolina.

2. Respondent has advertised , promoted , offered for sale , sold and

distributed tobacco products , including Winston cigarettes.
3. The acts and practices of respondent alleged in this complaint

have been in or affecting commerce , as "commerce" is dcfined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

, 4. Respondent has disseminated or has caused to be disseminated
advertisements for Winston cigarettes , including but not necessarily
limited to the attached Exhibits A through F. These advertisements
contain the following statements:
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(A) "Yours have additives. New Winstons don
94% tobacco 100% tobacco
6% additives True taste.
Circular brand containing the words "No BULL"

(B) "Winston just got

naked.
No additives.

Circular brand containing the words "No BULL"
(C) "Thank you for not smoking additives.

Circular brand containing the words "No BULL"
100% tobacco
True taste

(D) " I get enough
bull at work.
I don t need to smoke it.
WINSTON
NO ADDITIVES
TRUE TASTE"

Circular brand containing the words "No BULL"
(E) " m not all

sugar & spice.
And neither are my smokes.
WINSTON
NO ADDITIVES
TRUE TASTE"

Circular brand containing the words "No BULL"
(F) "Still smoking additives

CircuJar logo containing the words:
Winston
straight up
NO ADDITIVES' TRUE TASTE

5. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has
rcpresented, expressly or by implication , that smoking Winston
cigarettes , because they contain no additives , is less hazardous to a
smoker s health than smoking otherwise comparable cigarettes that
contain additives.

6. Through the means described in paragraph four, respondent has
represented , expressly or by implication, that it possessed and relied
upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth
in paragraph five , at the time the representation was made.
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7. In truth and in fact, respondent did not possess and rely upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representation set forth in
paragraph five , at the time the representation was made. Among
other reasons , the smoke from Winston cigarettes , like the smoke
from all cigarettes , contains numerous carcinogens and toxins.
Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph six was , and is

false or misleading.
8. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this

complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices, in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) ofthe Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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EXHIBIT A
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EXHIBIT B

EXHIBIT 8
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EXHIBIT C

Thank you for
not smoking additives.

Winston
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EXHIBIT D
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EXHIBIT D
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EXHIBIT F
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiatcd an investigation
of certain acts and practices of thc respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer
Protection proposed to present to the Commission for its
consideration and which , if issued by the Commission , would charge
respondent with violation of the Fcderal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for Federal Trade
Commission having thereafter executed an agreement containing a
consent order, an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional
facts set forth in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the
signing of said agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not
constitute an admission by respondent that the law has been violated
as alleged in such complaint , or that the facts as alleged in such
complaint , othcr than jurisdictional facts , are true and waivers and
other provisions as required by the Commission s rules; and

The Commission having considered the matter and having
determined that it had reason to believe that thc respondent has
violated the said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the
comments filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to
Section 2.34 of its Rules, now in further conformity with the
procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

I. Respondent R.I. Reynolds Tobacco Company is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the statc of New Jersey, with its principal office or place of
business at 401 North Main Street, P. B. 2959 , Winston-Salem
North Carolina.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction ofthe subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER

DEFINITONS

For purposes of this order, the following definitions shall apply:

I. " Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean tests
analyses , research, studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area , that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.

2. Unless otherwise specified respondent shall mean R.I.
Reynolds Tobacco Company, a corporation, its successors and

assigns and its officers , agents , representatives and employees.

3. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U.S. C. 44.

4. "Advertisement shall mean any writtcn or verbal statement
illustration , or depiction that is designed to effect a sale or create
interest in the purchasing of any tobacco product , including but not
limited to a statement, ilustration or depiction in or on a brochure
newspaper, magazine , free standing insert , pamphlet , leaflet , circular
mailer, book insert, letter, coupon , catalog, poster, chart, billboard
transit advertisement, point of purchase display, specialty or

utilitarian item , sponsorship material , package insert , film , slide , or

the Internet or other computer network or system.
5. " Tobacco product shall mean cigarettes, cigars , cigarilos

little cigars , smokeless tobacco , cigarette tobacco , pipe tobacco , and

any other product made or derived from tobacco that is intended for
human consumption , including any component , part , or accessory of
a tobacco product.

6. " Winston cigarettes shall mean all varieties and styles ofthe
Winston brand of cigarettes , including but not limited to all lengths
strengths , hard pack or soft pack , menthol or not.

It is ordered That respondent, directly or through any

corporation , subsidiar, division , or other device , in connection with
the advertising, promotion , offering for sale , sale , or distribution of
Winston cigarettes or any other tobacco product in or affecting
commerce , shall display in advertisements as specified below, clearly
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and prominently, the following disclosures (including the line breaks
punctuation and capitalization illustrated):

In cigarette advertisements:

No additives in our tobacco
does NOT mean a safer cigarette.

In advertisements for any other tobacco product:

No additives in our tobacco
does NOT mean safer.

These disclosures shall be displayed:

A. Beginoing no later than July 15 , 1999 , and continuing for a
period of one year thereafter, in all advertisements for Winston
cigarettes that contain no additives.

B. Except as provided for in Part ILA of this order, beginoing no
later than thirty (30) days after the date of issuance of this order , in
any advertisement that, through the use of such phrases as "
additives , II 100% tobacco

" "

additive-free

" "

pure tobacco

!! "

does
not contain additives " or substantially similar terms , represents that
a tobacco product has no additives.

Provided , that the above disclosures shall not be required in any
advertisement that is not required to bear a health warning pursuant
to 15 U. c. 1333.

Provided further, that the above disclosures shall not be required
in any advertisement for a bona fide event, entrant , team or series
presented or sponsored by any Winston tobacco product where (i) the
advertisement contains the word Winston only as part of the name of
the event , entrant , team or series and/or as part of the phrase "brought
to you by Winston King,

" "

presented by Winston King,

" "

sponsored
by Winston King, " or the equivalent (" the Phrase ); (ii) the Phrase is
displayed in a type size , manoer and color contrast no greater than
reasonably necessary so that it may be read; (iii) the advertisement
does not , through the use of such phrases as "no additives

" "

100%
tobacco

" "

additive-free

" !\

pure tobacco

!! "

does not contain
additives " or substantially similar terms , represent that the tobacco
product has no additives; and (iv) there is no other selling message
describing a featurc or attribute of Winston tobacco products.
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Provided further, that the above disclosures shall not be required
if respondent posscsses and relies upon competent and reliable
scientific evidence demonstrating that such cigarettes or other to bacco
product pose materially lower health risks than other cigarettes or
other products of the same type.

For purposes of this Part

, "

clearly and prominently" shall mean
as exemplified by Exhibits I and 2 , attached to this order:

I. In black type and black rule on a solid white background , or in
white typc and white rule on a solid red background , or in any other
color combination that would provide an equivalent or greater degree
of print contrast as objectively determined by densitometer or
comparable measurements of the type and rule color and the

background color; and
2. Centered , both horizontally and vertically, in a ruled rectangle.

The area enclosed by the rectangle shall be no less than 40% of the
size of the area enclosed by the ruled rectangle surrounding the health
warnings mandated by 15 U. c. 1333. The width ofthe ruleforming
the rectangle shall be no less than 50% of the width of the rule
required for the health warnings mandated by 15 U. c. 1333.

Provided that , if, at any time after this order becomes final , 15
c. 1333 is amended , modified , or superseded by any other law

the area enclosed by the ruled rectangle shall be no less than 40% of
the area required for health warnings by such amended , modified , or

superseding law, and the width of the rule forming the rectangle shall
be no less than 50% of the width of any surrounding rule required by
such amended , modified , or superseding law; and

3. In the same type style and type size as that required for health
warnings pursuant to 15 U. c. 1333. The word "NOT" shall be in
bold typeface.

Provided that , if, at any time after this order becomes final , 15
c. 1333 is amended , modified , or superseded by any other law

the type style and type size of the disclosure shall be the same as thc
type style and type size required for warnings by such amended
modified , or superseding law; and

4. In a clear and prominent location but not immediately next to
other written or textual matter or any rectangular designs , elements
or similar geometric forms , including but not limited to any warning
statement required under the Federal Cigarette Labeling and
Advertising Act, 15 U. c. I331 et seq. or the Comprehensive
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Smokeless Tobacco Health Education Act, 15 U. c. 4401 et seq. 

addition , the disclosure shall not be positioned in the margin of a
print advertisement. A disclosure shall be deemed "not immediately

next to " other geometric or textual matter if the distance between the
disclosure and the other matter is as great as the distance between the
outside left edge of the rule of the rectangle enclosing the health

warning required by 15 U. c. 1333 and the top left point of the letter

S" in the word " SURGEON" in that health warning; and
5. For audiovisual or audio advertisements , including but not

limited to advertisements on videotapes, cassettes, discs, or the

Internet; promotionaJ films or filmstrips; and promotional audiotapes
or other types of sound recordings , the disclosure shall appear on the
screen at the end of the advertisement in the format described above
for a length of time and in such a manner that it is easily legible and
shall be announced simultaneously at the end of the advertisement in
a manner that is clearly audible.

Provided , however , that in any advertisement that does not

contain a visual component, the disclosure need not appear in visual
format, and in any advertisement that does not contain an audio
component , the disclosure need not be announced in audial format.

Nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of any

disclosure provided for in this part shall be used in any advertisement.
Provided , however , that this provision shall not prohibit respondent
from truthfully representing, through the use of such phrases "
additives

" "

100% tobacco

" "

additive-free

" "

pure tobacco

" "

does

not contain additives " or substantially similar terms , that a tobacco

product has no additives , where such representation is accompanied
by the disclosure mandated by this order.

It is further ordered That respondent shall:

A. Instruct each RJ. Reynolds Tobacco Company sales
representative to remove or sticker with the disclosure specified in
Part I ofthis order any advertisement for Winston cigarettes displayed
in a retail establishment where such advertisement, through the use

of such phrases as "no additives

" "

100% tobacco

" "

additive-free

pure tobacco

" "

does not contain additives " or substantially similar

terms , represents that Winston cigarettes have no additives and does
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not include the disclosure specified in Part I of this order. The sales
representative may remove or sticker such advertisements in the
ordinary course of performing his or her duties , but in any event , shall
remove or sticker all such advertisements in each of the retail
establishments for which the representative is rcsponsible no later
than July 15 , 1999.

B. For five (5) years after thc date of issuance of this order
maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspection and copying I) a copy of each different
version of the letter instructing R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
sales representatives to remove or sticker advertising pursuant to
subparagraph A of this Part; and 2) a list of the name and address of
each R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company sales representative to whom
such a letter was sent.

It is further ordered That respondent R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, and its successors and assigns , shall , for five (5) years after
the last date of dissemination of any representation covered by this
order, maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission for inspcction and copying:

A. All advertisements containing the representation;
B. For any representation covered by this order that

accompanied by a disclosure set forth in Part I of this order:

I. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the
representation; and

2. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the

representation , including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection organizations.

is not

IV.

It is further ordered That respondent R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company, and its successors and assigns , shall deliver a copy ofthis
order , in either paper or electronic form , to all current and future

principals , officers , and directors , and to all current and future managers
employees, agents , and representatives having responsibilities with
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respect to the subject matter of this order. Respondent shaH secure
from each such person either I) a signed and dated statement

acknowledging receipt of the order; or 2) a dated, electronic

acknowledgment indicating that the person has read , downloaded or
printed the order. Respondent shall deliver this order to current
personnel within thirt (30) days after the date of service of this order
and to future personnel within thirt (30) days after the person

assumes such position or responsibilities. Respondent shaH maintain
and upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission
for inspection and copying a copy of each signed statement
acknowledging receipt of the order or a record , in either electronic or
paper form , of each electronic acknowledgment of receipt of the order.

It is further ordered That respondent R.I. Reynolds Tobacco

Company and its successors and assigns shaH notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to the sale of any Winston cigarettes for
which the composition or formula has been changed in such a manner
as may affect compliance obligations arising under this order
including but not limited to the addition of any additives to any

variety of Winston cigarettes. All notices required by this Part shall
be sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, Division of
Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade
Commission, 600 Pennsylvania Avenue , N. , Washington , D.

VI.

It is further ordered That respondent R.I. Reynolds Tobacco

Company and its successors and assigns shaH notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in the corporation that
may affect compliance obligations arising under this order, including
but not limited to a dissolution of a subsidiary, parent or affiliate that
engages in any acts or practices subject to this order; the proposed
filing of a bankuptcy petition; or a change in the corporatc name or
address. Provided , however, that , with respect to any proposed
change in the corporation about which respondent learns less than
thirty (30) days prior to the date such action is to take place

respondent shall notify the Commission as soon as is practicable after
obtaining such knowledge. AH notices required by this Part shall be
sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, Division of
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Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade

Commission, 600 Pennsylvania Avenue , N. , Washington , D.

VII.

It is further ordered That respondent R.I. Reynolds Tobacco

Company, and its successors and assigns sha1l , within sixty (60) days
after the date of service of this order, and at such other times as the
Federal Trade Commission may require , file with the Commission a
report, in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
they have complied with this order.

VII
This order will terminate on August 16 , 2019 , or twenty (20)

years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an

accompanying conscnt decree) in federal court alleging any violation
ofthe order, whichever comcs later; provided , however, that the filing
of such a complaint will not affect the duration of:

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;

B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.

Provided further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal
then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the
complaint had never been fied, except that the order will not

tcrminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
dcadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such
dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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EXHIBIT I

All taste. No bull.

No additi es in our lobacco
does NOT mean a safer cigarene.

SURGEON GENERAL' S WARN NG Smoking
Causes lJng Cancer HeM! Disease.
Emoh' fsema. And May Complic,Jte Pregnancy

r.\.
100% tobacco WiuNo addities 

,5.
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EXHJBIT 2
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CONCURING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ORSON SWILE

I have voted to issue this consent order because the remedies
including a corrective statement in Winston advertisements for one
year, are warranted by the facts of this case. The nationwide

advertising campaign for "no additives " Winston cigarettes , launched

in August 1997, is unusually extensive. Based on my reading of the
record , I am convinced that many consumers interpret ads containing
express "no additives" claims to mean that Winstons are not as
harmful as other cigarettes , and such a heaHh claim is presumably
important to consumers in their purchasing decisions. Based on the
extent and magnitude of the ongoing ad campaign and the

demonstrated strength of the implied health claim , I am willing to
infer that the claim will linger in the minds of consumers for one year
absent a corrective statement. I am particularly concerned about a
lingering effect of the ads because of the well-recognized health risks
of smoking. Under these circumstances, I support the corrective
advertising remedy contained in the consent order.
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IN THE MATTER OF

FEDERATED DEPARTMENT STORES , INC.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SEC. 5 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIO;\ ACT

Docket 3893. Complaint, Aug. 20, i999--Decisiol1, Aug. 20, 1999

This consent order, among other things, prohibits Federated Department Stores,
Inc. , the Ohio-based retail business , from misrepresenting to consumers who have
filed petitions for bankruptcy protection: that reaffrmation agreements will be filed
in bankruptcy court; that any reaffirmation agreement is legally binding on the
consumer; or that any action will be taken to collect any debt that has been legally
discharged in bankruptcy proceedings.

Participants

For the Commission: Randall Brook, Charles Harwood and
Genevieve Fu.

For the respondent: Mark Herrmann, Jones, Day, Reavis &
Pogue Washington , D.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that
Fcderated Department Stores , Inc. , a corporation ("respondent ), has
violated the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission Act , and it
appearing to the Commission that this proceeding is in the public
interest , alleges:

1. Respondent Federated Department Stores , Inc. , is a Delaware
corporation with its principal office or place of business at 7 West
Seventh Street, Cincinnati , Ohio. Respondent conducts relevant
business through, among other affiliates or subsidiaries, FDS
National Bank , The Bon, Inc. , BJoomingda1es , Inc. , Burdines , Inc.
Rich' s Department Stores , Inc. , Macy s East , Inc. , Macy s West , Inc.
and Stern s Department Stores , Inc.

2. Respondent , through one or more of its affliatcs , is engaged in
among other things , the consumer retail business. In the course and
conduct of its business , respondent has regularly extended credit
(hereinafter "consumer credit accounts ) for the purpose of
facilitating consumers' purchase of respondent's products and
servIces.
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3. The acts and practices ofrespondent alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as "commerce" is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY CODE

4. Under the United States Bankruptcy Code (II U. c. 1- 1330),

a debtor may be granted a discharge in a Chapter 7 bankuptcy
proceeding from debts that have arisen prior to the filing of the
bankruptcy petition (hereinafter referred to as "pre-petition debts
meaning that the debtor is no longer individually liable for these
debts. The granting of a discharge "operates as an injunction against
the commencement or continuation of an action , the employment of
process , or an act , to collect, recover or offset any such debt as a
personal liability of the debtor, whether or not discharge of such debt
is waived. . . . " I I U. c. 524(a)(2). The purpose of the injunction is
to protect the debtor s " fresh start" by ensuring that no debt col1ection

efforts are taken against the debtor personally for pre-petition debts.
5. The United States Bankruptcy Code provides , however, that a

debtor may agree with a creditor that the creditor can enforce what
would otherwise be a discharged debt. In other words , a debtor may
reaffirm his or her pre-petition debts , as long as certain requircments
are met. These so-called "reaffrmation agreements " are enforceable
only if, among other things, the agreement is filed with the
bankruptcy court. If the debtor is not rcpresented by an attorney, thc
bankptcy court must hold a hearing to determine that the
reaffirmation agreement would not impose an undue hardship on the
debtor and is in the best interest of the debtor , and must approve the
reaffirmation agreement before it becomes enforceable. I I U.
524(c) and (d).

6. If the requirements of II U. C. 524(c) and (d) are not met , an

agreement to reaffirm a debt is not binding and a creditor violates the
bankruptcy code if it attempts to collect that debt. II U. c. 524(a).

VIOLA TlONS OF SECTION 5(a) OF THE FEDERAL TRAE COMMISSION ACT

7. from at least 1990 , respondent regularly induced consumers
who had filed for protection under Chapter 7 of the United States
Bankuptcy Code to enter into agreements reaffrming some or all of
their debt arising from pre-petition consumer credit accounts that
would otherwise be discharged through bankuptcy proceedings.
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8. In numerous instances , respondent represented , expressly or by
implication, to consumers that their reaffrmation agreements would
be fied with the bankruptcy courts , as required by the United States
Bankuptcy Code.

9. In truth and in fact , in many cases respondent did not intend to
file , and did not file, the reaffirmation agreements with the bank-
ruptcy courts. Therefore , the representation made in paragraph eight
was , and is , false or misleading.

10. In numerous instances , respondent represented , expressly or
by implication , to consumers that their reaffrmation agreements were
legally binding on the consumers and that the consumers were legally
required to pay their pre-petition debts.

II. In truth and in fact, in many cases, the reaffrmation

agreements were not legally binding on the consumers and the
consumers were not legally required to pay their pre-petition debts for
reasons including, but not necessarily limited to , the following: (a)
respondent did not file the reaffirmation agreements with the
bankuptcy courts; or (b) respondent filed the reaffirmation agree-
ments , but the agreements were then not approved by the bankuptcy
courts. Therefore , the representation made in paragraph ten was , and

, false or misleading.
12. In the course and conduct of its business , respondent regularly

collected from consumers debts that had been legally discharged in
bankuptcy proceedings and that respondent was not permitted by law
to collect. Respondent' s actions have caused or were likely to cause
substantial injury to consumers that is not offset by any countervailing
benefits and is not reasonably avoidable by these consumers. 15

c. 45(n). Therefore , respondent's collection of debts that they
were not pcrmitted by law to collect was , and is , unfair.

13. The acts and practices of respondent as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or
affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hcreof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Seattle Regional Office
proposcd to prcsent to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission, would charge respondent with
violations of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondent, its attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforcsaid draft of complaint , a statcmcnt that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondent that the law has becn violated as allegcd in
such complaint, and waivcrs and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason tq believe that the respondent
have violated thc said Act, and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect , and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with the
proccdure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

I. Respondent Federated Department Stores , Inc. , is a Delaware
corporation with its principal offce or place of business at 7 West
Seventh Street, Cincinnati , Ohio. Respondent conducts relevant
business through, among other affliates or subsidiaries, FDS
National Bank , The Bon , Inc. , Bloomingdales , Inc. , Burdines , Inc.
Rich' s Dcpartment Stores , Inc. , Macy s East, Inc. , Macy s West , Inc.
and Stern s Department Stores , Inc.

2. The acts and practices of the respondent alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as "commerce " is

defined in thc Fcderal Trade Commission Act.
3. Thc Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject

matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and thc procceding
is in the public interest.
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ORDER

DEFINITOCiS

For purposes of this order , the following definitions shall apply:

I. Unless otherwise specified respondent shall mean Federated

Department Stores , Inc. , a corporation , its successors and assigns , and

its officers , agents , representatives , and employees.

2. "Debt" shall mean any obligation or alleged obligation of a
consumer to pay money arising out of any transaction.

3. "ReajfrmationAgreement shall mean any agreement between

a creditor and a debtor in bankuptcy whereby a debt that is otherwise
dischargeable with respect to the personal liability of the debtor is
reaffirmed by the debtor.

4. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 ofthe Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 U. C. 44.

It is ordered That respondent, directly or through any

corporation , subsidiary, division , or other devicc , in connection with
the collection of any debt , shall not:

A. Misrepresent , expressly or by implication , to consumers who

have filed petitions for bankptcy protection under the United States
Bankuptcy Code that reaffirmation agreements will be filed in
bankruptcy court;

B. Misrepresent, expressly or by implication, to consumers who

have filed petitions for bankuptcy protection under the United States
Bankuptcy Code that any reaffirmation agreement is legally binding
on the consumer; or

C. Take any action to collect any debt (including any interest, fee

charge , or expense incidental to the principal obligation) that has bcen
legally discharged in bankruptcy proceedings and that respondent is
not permitted by law to collect.

II.

It is further ordered That respondent , directly or through any
corporation , subsidiary, division , or other device , shall not make any
material misrepresentation, expressly or by implication, in the

collection of any debt subject to a pending bankptcy proceeding.
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It is further ordered That respondent , and its successors and
assigns , for five (5) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall
maintain and upon request make available to the Federal Trade
Commission business records demonstrating their compliance with
the terms and provisions of this order, including but not limited to all
reaffrmation agreements signed by consumers and records sufficient
to show that the reaffirmation agreements were fied in bankuptcy
courts and were subsequently approved by bankuptcy courts as part
of the underlying bankruptcy proceedings , if required by the United
States Bankuptcy Code.

IV.

It is further ordered That respondent , and its successors and
assigns , for five (5) years after the date of issuance of this order, shall
deliver a copy of this order to all current and future principals

offcers, directors, managerial employees , and bankruptcy court
representatives having debt collection responsibilities with respect to
the subject matter of this order (collectively, "bankruptcy personnel"
and shall secure from each of these persons a signed and dated

statement acknowledging receipt of the order. Respondent shall , for
five (5) ycars after each of these statements acknowledging receipt of
the order is signed and dated , maintain and upon request make
available to the Federal Trade Commission for inspection and
copying the statements. Respondent shall deliver this order to current
bankuptcy personnel within thirty (30) days after the date of service
of this order , and to future bankptcy personnel within ninety (90)
days after the person assumes a position as bankruptcy personnel.

It isfurther ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any change in the corporation in each
case that may affect compliance obligations arising under this order
including but not limited to a dissolution , assignment , sale , merger
or other action that would result in the emergence of a successor
corporation; the creation or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent , or
affiliate that engages in any acts or practices subject to this order; the
proposed filing of a bankuptcy petition; or a change in the corporate
name or address. Provided, however, that, with respect to any
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proposed change in the corporation about which respondent learns
Jess than thirty (30) days prior to the date the action is to take place
respondent shall notify the Commission as soon as is practicable after
obtaining this knowledge. All notices required by this Part shall be
sent by certified mail to the Associate Director, Division of

Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Trade

Commission, Washington , D.

VI.

It is further ordered That respondent shall , within sixty (60) days
after the date of service of this order, and at such other times as the
Federal Trade Commission may require , file with the Commission a
report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which
it has complied with this order.

VII.

This order will terminate on August 20 , 2019 , or twenty (20)
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission fies a complaint (with or without an accompany-
ing consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the
order , whichever comes later; provided , however, that the filing of the
complaint wil not affect the duration of:

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;

B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in the complaint; and

C. This order if the complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.

Provided , further , that ifthe complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the order
and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal
then the order will terminate according to this Part as though the

complaint had never been filed, except that the order will not

terminate between the date the complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing the dismissal or ruling and the date the

dismissal or ruling is upheld on appeal.
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IN THE MA TTER OF

PROVIDENT COMPANIES , INC. , ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER , ETe. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLA TION OF
SEe. 7 OF THE CLA YTON ACT AND SEe. 5 OF THE

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3894, Complaint, Sept 1999--Decision. Sept. . 1999

This consent order, among other things , allows the merger of two of the nation
leading providers of individual disability insurance and requires the companies to
continue to submit individual disability insurance data to an independent entity, as
specified, for aggregating and disseminating industry. wide actuarial information.

Participants

For the Commission: Jacqueline Mendel, Ann Malester, Wiliam
Baer, Jeremy Bulow and Charlotte Wojcik.

For the respondents: Helen Sweeney, LeBeau! Lamb, Greene &
MacRae New York, N. Y. and John Beerbower, Cravath, Swain &
Moore New York , N.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission ), having reason
to believe that Provident Companies , Inc. , a corporation subject to the
jurisdiction of the Commission, has agreed to merge with UNUM
Corporation, a corporation subject to the jurisdiction of the
Commission , in violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended, 15 U. c. 18 , and Section 5 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act ("FTC Act" ), 15 U. C. 45; and it appearing to the
Commission that a proceeding in respect thereof would be in the
public interest , hereby issues its complaint , stating its charges as
follows:

I. RESPONDENTS

I. Respondent Provident Companies, Inc. ("Provident") is a

corporation organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue
of the laws of the State of Delaware , with its office and principal place
of business located at I Fountain Square , Chattanooga , Tennessee.

2. Respondent UNUM Corporation ("UNUM") is a corporation
organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
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laws of the State of Delaware, with its office and principal place of
business located at 2211 Congress Street, Portland , Maine.

3. For purposes of (his proceeding, respondents are , and at all
times relevant herein have been, engaged in commerce as

commerce" is defined in Section I of the Clayton Act , as amended
15 U. c. 12, and are corporations whose businesses are in or

affecting commerce as "commerce " is defined in Section 4 of the FTC
Act , as amended , 15 U. C. 44.

II. THE MERGER

4. Pursuant to an Agreement and Plan of Merger dated November
, 1998 , Provident and UNUM will merge under the name

UNUMProvident Corporation " with a combined stock value of
$11.43 billion ("the Merger

III. THE RELEV ANT MARKET

5. For purposes ofthis complaint, the relevant line of commerce
in which to analyze the effect of the Merger is disability insurance
sold to individuals. Disability insurance provides protection against
loss of income due to sickness, accident, or injury. Individual

disability insurance policies are sold to people who do not have group
disability insurance coverage available through their employers or
other organizations , or who desire to supplement group disability
insurance. Each such individual disability insurance policy is
individually underwritten , based on the applicant' s medical background
financial portfolio and occupation. Because the individual is the
policyholder of his or her own policy, such policies are "portable i.e.
the insured person remains covered so long as he or she pays the
premium even ifhe or she changes employers or occupations.

6. For purposes of this complaint, a relevant geographic area in
which to analyze the effects of the Merger is the United States.

IV. STRUCTURE OF THE MARKET

7. The relevant market set forth in paragraphs five and six is
highly concentrated , whether measured by Herfindahl-Hirschman
Indices ("HHI" ) or two-firm and four-firm concentration ratios.

V. BARRIERS TO ENTRY AND EXPA"SIO"

8. Timely entry into the relevant market is unlikely to occur at a
sufficient scale to deter or countcract the effects of the Merger
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described in paragraph nine. Access to credible data on disability
claims is required to design and price disability insurance policies for
individuals. Thus, an existing provider of individual disability

insurance without its own credible base of such data or the ability to
access a credible public data base is unlikely to expand successfully.
UNUMProvident will possess a substantial percentage of available
data, the contribution of which to a publicly available data base will
be crucial for industry-wide data to remain credible. However, as a

result of the merger, UNUMProvident may have an economic
incentive not to supply its data to a publicly-available data base.

VI. EFFECTS OF THE MERGER

9. The effect of the Merger may be substantially to lessen
competition in the relevant markets in violation of Section 7 of the
Clayton Act , as amended , 15 U. c. I 8 , and Section 5 of the Fcderal
Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U.S.c. 45 , in the following
ways , among others:

a. By eliminating direct actual competition between Provident and
UNUM in the relevant market;

b. By increasing the likelihood that the firm created by the Merger
will unilaterally exercise market power in the relevant market; and

c. By increasing the likelihood of collusion in the relevant market.

VII. VIOLATIONS CHARGED

10. The Merger agreement described in paragraph four constitutes
a violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act, as amended, 15 U. c. 45.

11. The Merger described in paragraph four , if consummated
would constitute a violation of Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as
amended , 15 U. c. 18 , and Section 5 ofthe FTC Act, as amended
15 U. c. 45.

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of the proposed merger of Provident Companies , Inc. and UNUM
Corporation , and the respondents having been furnished thereafter
with a copy of a draft of complaint that the Bureau of Competition
presented to the Commission for its consideration and which, if

issued by the Commission, would charge respondents with violations
of Section 7 of the Clayton Act , as amended, 15 U. C. 18 , and
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Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended, 15

C. 45; and
Respondents , their attorneys , and counsel for the Commission

having thereafter executed an agreement containing consent order , an

admission by respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint, and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Acts , and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record for
a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the comments
filed thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 3.25 (1) of its

Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure described in
Section 2. 34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its complaint
makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the following
order:

I. Respondent Provident Companies , Inc. ("Provident") is a
corporation organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue
ofthe laws of the State of Delaware , with its office and principal place
of business located at I Foundation Square , Chattanooga, Tennessee.

2. Respondent UNUM Corporation ("UNUM") is a corporation

organized , existing, and doing business under and by virtue of the
laws of the State of Delaware , with its office and principal place of
business located at 2211 Congress Street, Portland , Maine.

3. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding

is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That , as used in this order , the following definitions

shall apply:

A. Provident means Provident Companies , Inc. , its directors
offcers, employees, agents and representatives, predecessors
successors, and assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions , groups and affiliates
controlled by Provident, and the respective directors, offcers

employees , agents , and representatives , successors , and assigns of each.
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B. UNUM' means UNUM Corporation, its directors , officers

employees , agents and representatives , predecessors , successors , and

assigns; its subsidiaries , divisions , groups and affiliates controlled by
UNUM , and the respective directors , offcers , employees , agents , and

representatives , successors , and assigns of each.
C. Merger means the combination of UNUM and Provident

pursuant to the Agreement and Plan of Merger dated November 22
1998.

D. UNUMProvident means the entity resulting from the Merger.
E. Respondents means UNUM , Provident and UNUMProvident.

F. Commission means the Federal Trade Commission.
G. NAIC" means thc National Association of Insurance

Commissioners.
H. Designee means any independent entity that has been

requested specifically by the NAIC to prepare industry-wide actuarial
tables for Individual Disability Insurance, or actuarial studies or

actuarial reports that relate to creating or supplementing industry-
wide actuarial tables for Individual Disability Insurance.

I. Individual Disabilty Insurance means insurance to protect
against loss of income due to disability arising from sickness
accident or injury (but not including "accident only" insurance , which

insures only losses arising from accidents), individually underwritten
and sold to individuals as the policyholders of the insurance, as

distinguished from group disability insurance provided to members
of a group by an employer or other organization.

J. Incidence Rate means the rate at which people become
disabled as defined in Individual Disability Insurance policies.

K. Claims Termination Rate means the rate at which Individual
Disability Insurance claims terminate.

L. Data means all data relating to Individual Disability
Insurance Incidence Rates and Claims Termination Rates with respect
to policyholders in the United States of the type and in the form as
requested from time to time by the Society of Actuaries , the NAIC

or its Designee.
M. Request means any industry-wide solicitation of Data by the

Society of Actuaries , the NAIC , or its Designee from providers of
Individual Disability Insurance to be used in the preparation of
industry-wide actuarial tables for Individual Disability Insurance , or

actuarial studies or actuarial reports that relate to creating or
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supplementing industry-wide actuarial tables for Individual Disability
Insurance.

N. Aggregated Data means Data provided in response to each
specification in each Request by providers of Individual Disability
Insurance that has been aggregated.

0. "Disaggregated Data means Data from one (I) provider of
Individual Disability Insurance.

II.

It is further ordered That:

In response to each Request by the Society of Actuaries , the
NAIC , or its Designee , respondents shall submit Data specified in the
Request in the format and within the time period requested of
respondents and other Individual Disability Insurance providers , or
within six (6) months of the date the Request is made , whichever is
earlier, unless the time period is extended in writing by the requesting
entity or by the entity that will receive Data pursuant to any Request;
provided , however , that respondents may limit the usc of their Data
as follows:

A. Respondents may require that the Society of Actuaries , the
NAIC , or its Designee use Disaggregated Data solely for the purpose
of creating Aggregated Data;

B. Respondents may require a commitment from the Society of
Actuaries , the NAIC , or its Designee , whichever will receive Data
pursuant to any Request , that their Disaggregated Data will not be
viewed at any time by (1) any employee of any firm providing
Individual Disability Insurance, or (2) actuarial consultants who
provide actuarial consulting services to Individual Disability
Insurance firms; provided , however, that for each submission of
Disaggregated Data in response to a Request, an individual who
provides actuarial consulting services to Individual Disability
Insurance firms may view the Disaggregated Data , subject to the prior
written consent of respondents , who may require such individual to
agree in writing to preserve the confidentiality ofDisaggrcgated Data;
provided , further , however, that if respondents have not opposed such
disclosure , in writing, within ten (10) days after written notice has
been provided by the Society of Actuaries , the NAIC , or its Designee

respondents shall be deemed to have consented to such disclosure;
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C. Respondents may require that the Society of Actuaries , the
NAIC , or its Designee use Aggregated Data solely for the purpose of
creating and disseminating industry-wide actuarial tables for
Individual Disability Insurance, or actuarial studies or actuarial

reports that relate to creating or supplementing industry-wide
actuarial tables for Individual Disability Insurance; and

D. Before Aggregated Data is used to create and disseminate
industry-wide actuarial tables for Individual Disability Insurance, or
actuarial studies or actuarial reports that relate to creating or

supplementing industry-wide actuarial tables for Individual Disability
Insurance; respondents may require that the Society of Actuaries , the
NAIC , or its Designee , whichever will receive the Data pursuant to
any Request , certify in writing that:

1. Aggregated Data includes responses to the Request , for each
specification in each Request, from at least three (3) other providers
of Individual Disability Insurance that are among the ten (10) largest
providers of Individual Disability Insurance in the industry as

measured by direct earned premium; and
2. If the Disaggregated Data submitted by respondcnts represents

60% or more of all industry data submitted for any particular
specification in the Request , respondents may require the Society of
Actuaries , the NAIC , or its Designee to weight the Disaggregated
Data submitted by respondents for that particular specification in
accordance with generally accepted experience study practices, so
that , when weighted, respondents ' Disaggrcgated Data represents no
more than 50% of,the Aggregated Data.

It is further ordered That:

Within ninety (90) days after the date this order bccomes final and
within ninety (90) days after Requests have been made by the Society
of Actuaries , the NAIC , or its Designee , and once annually, respondents
shall submit to the Commission a verified written report setting forth in
detail the manner and form in which they intend to comply, are
complying, and have complied with paragraph II of this order.
Respondents shall include in their compliance reports , among other
things that are required from time to time , a full description of the
efforts being made to comply with paragraph II of the order, including
a description of all substantive contacts or negotiations to submit Data
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and the identity of all individuals participating in such negotiations.

Respondents shall include in their compliance reports copies of all
written communications to and from such parties, all internal
memoranda , and all reports and recommendations concerning the
submitting of the Data.

IV.

It is further ordered That respondents shall notify the
Commission at least thirt (30) days prior to any proposed change in

the corporate respondents, such as dissolution, assignment, sale

resulting in the emergence of a successor corporation , or the creation
or dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporation
that may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order.

It is further ordered That , for the purpose of determining or
securing compliance with this order, upon written request , respondents

shall permit any duly authorized representative of the Commission:

A. Access , during offce hours and in the presence of counsel , to
inspect and copy all books, ledgers, accounts, correspondence

memoranda and other records and documents in the possession or under
the control of respondents relating to any matters contained in this order;
and

B. Upon five days ' notice to respondents and without restraint or
interference from them , to interview officers , directors , or employees of
respondents , who may have counsel present , regarding any such matters.

VI.

It is further ordered That respondents shall not be obligated to
comply with this order if the Merger is abandoned. For purposes of
this order, UNUM and Provident will be deemed to have abandoned
the proposed Merger after they provide written notice to the
Commission that they have abandoned the proposed Merger and have
withdrawn any related notifications filed pursuant to Section 7 A of
the Clayton Act, as amended , 15 U. C.18a.

VII.

It isfurther ordered That this order shall terminate on September
2019.
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IN THE MA TTER OF

BODY SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY , INC. ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket 3895. Complaint, Sept. 1999--Decision, Sept. , 1999

This consent order, among other things, prohibits the Florida-based corporation and
its officers from representing that their dietary capsules or liquid are effective in the
prevention of cancer or the treatment of cancer HIVI AIDS , or arthritis unless , at
the time the representation is made , respondents possess and rely upon competent
and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the representation. In addition, the
consent order prohibits any unsubstantiated claims regarding the health benefits
performance, effcacy, or safety of any such product or program.

Participants

For the Commission: Donald D'Amato and Michael Bloom.
For the respondents: Robert Gatton, Broad Cassel Orlando

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that
Body Systems Technology, Inc. , a corporation , William E. Chace and
.lames D. Davis, individually and as officers of the corporation

respondents ), have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade
Commission Act, and it appearing to the Commission that this
proceeding is in the public interest , alleges:

PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Body Systems Technology, Inc.
("Body Systems ) is a Florida corporation with its principal offce or
place of business at 408 Live Oaks Blvd. , Casselberr, Florida.

Respondent William E. Chace is an offcer of the corporate

respondent. Individually or in concert with others , he formulates
directs or controls the policies , acts , or practices of the corporation
including the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His
business address is 408 Live Oaks Blvd. , Casselberr, Florida.

Respondent James D. Davis is an offcer of the corporate

respondent. Individually or in concert with others , he formulates
directs or controls the policies , acts , or practices of the corporation
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including the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His
business address is 408 Live Oaks Blvd. , Casselberr, Florida.

PAR. 2. Respondents have advertised, offered for sale , sold, and
distributed , among other products , Body Systems ' shark cartilage
capsules , a dietary supplement that purports to effectively treat or
prevent cancer, and Body Systems ' una de gato (also known as " Cat
Claw" or Uncaria Tomentosa

), 

a dietary supplement made from the
derivative of a Peruvian vine that purports to be effective in the
treatment of cancer, HIV and AIDS , and arthritis. Body Systems
shark cartilage and una de gato products are "foods " and/or "drugs
within the meaning of Sections 12 and 15 of the Federal Trade

Commission Act, 15 U. c. 52 and 55.

PAR. 3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this
complaint have been in or affecting commerce , as "commerce " is

defined in Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

BODY SYSTEMS' SHARK CARTILAGE CAPSULES

PAR. 4. Respondents Body Systems , William E. Chace , and
James D. Davis have disseminated or have caused to be disseminated
advertisements for Body Systems ' shark cartilage capsules , including,
but not limited to , the attached Exhibits A and B. Advertisements for
Body Systems ' shark cartilage capsules have been disseminated
through, among other media, numerous web sites on the Internet.
These advertisements contain the following statements:

Shark Cartilage is a natural nontoxic substance that has been shown to inhibit tumor
growth , as evidenced by published laboratory studies conducted by eminent
scientists over a thirt year period, And , if studies proving that shark cartilage is
an effective cancer treatment and preventative were not suffcient cause for

rejoicing. 

PAR. 5. Through the means described in paragraph four
respondents Body Systems , William E. Chace , and James D. Davis
have represented , expressly or by implication , that Body Systems
shark cartilage capsules:

A. Are effective in the treatment of cancer.
B. Are effective in the prevention of cancer.

PAR. 6. Through the means described in paragraph four
respondents Body Systems , William E. Chacc , and James D. Davis
have represented , expressly or by implication, that they possessed and
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relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations
set forth in paragraph five at the time the representations were made.

PAR. 7. In truth and in fact , respondents Body Systems , Wiliam
E. Chace, and James D. Davis did not possess and rely upon a
reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraph five at the time the representations were made. Among
other reasons , the purported support that respondents relied upon for
the above claims--a book intended for Jay readers that discusses the
benefits of shark cartilage--did not adequately relate to their
advertising claims. Although the book includes overviews of various
studies in animals and humans that purportedly support respondents
cancer claims , respondents lacked appropriately controlled peer
reviewed clinical studies or other credible scientific evidence
indicating that the ingestion of shark cartilage in capsule form is an
effective cancer treatment or effective cancer preventative.
Therefore , the representation set forth in paragraph six was , and is

false or misleading.
PAR. 8. Through the means described in paragraph four

respondents Body Systems , William E. Chace , and James D. Davis
have represented, expressly or by implication, that published
laboratory studies prove that Body Systems ' shark cartilage capsules
are effective in the treatment of cancer and in the prevention of
cancer.

PAR. 9. In truth and in fact, published laboratory studies do not
prove that Body Systems ' shark cartilage capsules are effective in the
treatment of cancer and in the prevention of cancer. Therefore, the

representation set forth in paragraph eight was , and is , false or

misleading.

BODY SYSTEMS' uNA DE GATO

PAR. 10. Respondents Body Systems , Wi1iam E. Chace , and
James D. Davis have disseminated or have caused to be disseminated
advertisements for Body Systems ' una de gato products , including,

but not limited to , the attached Exhibits C and D. Advertisements for
Body Systems ' una de gato capsules and una de gato liquid have been
disseminated through, among other media, numerous websites on the

Internet. These advertisements contain the following statements:

Beginning in the 1970's (sic) and continuing through today, research has been
conducted on this remarkable plant in many countries throughout the world
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including: several research facilities in Peru; University of Innsbruck , Austria;
University of Munich , Germany; The Huntington Research Center , England; The
Central Research Institute of Chemistry, Hungary; the Universities of Milan and
Naples , Italy. As a result of this ongoing research, there is evidence to suggest that
Uncaria tomenta sa may be beneficial in the treatment of cancer, arthritis

. . . 

and
those infected with HIV virus.

PAR. 11. Through the means described in paragraph ten
respondents Body Systcms , William E. Chace , and James D. Davis
have represented , expressly or by implication , that Body Systems ' una

de gato capsules and Body Systems ' una de gato liquid:

A. Are or are likely to be an effective treatment of cancer.
B. Are or are likely to be an effective treatment of HI V and AIDS.
C. Are or are likely to be an effective treatment of arthritis.

PAR. 12. Through the means described in paragraph ten
respondents Body Systems , William E. Chace , and James D. Davis
have represented, expressly or by implication , that they possessed and

relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations
set forth in paragraph eleven at the time the representations were
made.

PAR. 13. In truth and in fact, respondents Body Systems , William
E. Chace , and James D. Davis did not possess and rely upon a
reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraph eleven at the time the representations were made. Among
other reasons , thc purported support that respondents relied upon for
the above claims--articles , a booklet, and newsletters that discuss
generally the purported effcacy of una de gato for a variety of human
disease conditions and that, with one exception, were intended for lay
readers--did not adequately relate to their advertising claims.
Although respondents ' submissions contain references to various
studies and anecdotal stories that purportedly support respondents
claims , respondents lacked appropriately controlled peer reviewed
clinical studies or other credible scientific evidence indicating that the
ingestion of una de gato in capsule or liquid form is effective in the
treatment of cancer , HIV and AIDS , and arthritis. Therefore, the

representation set forth in paragraph twelve was , and is , false or
misleading.

PAR. 14. Through the means described in paragraph ten
respondents Body Systems , William E. Chace , and James D. Davis
have represented , expressly or by implication , that research shows
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that Body Systems ' una de gato capsules and Body Systems ' una de
gato liquid are or are likely to be an effective treatment of cancer
AIDS and HIV , and arthritis.

PAR. 15. In truth and in fact, research does not show that Body
Systems ' una de gato capsules and Body Systems ' una de gato liquid
are or arc likely to be an effective treatment of cancer, AIDS and
HIV , and arthritis. Therefore, the representation set forth in paragraph
fourteen was , and is , false or misleading.

PAR. 16. The acts and practices of respondents as alleged in this
complaint constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices , and the
making offalse advertisements, in or affecting commerce in violation
of Sections 5(a) and 12 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
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EXHIBIT C
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission ("Commission ), having initiated
an investigation of certain acts and practices of the respondents

named in the caption hereof, and the respondents having been
furnished thereafter with a copy of a draft of complaint which the
Commission s New York Regional Offce proposed to present to the
Commission for its consideration and which, if issued by the

Commission, would charge respondents with violation of the Federal
Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents , their attorney, and counsel for the Commission
having thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order
an admission by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth
in the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint, or that the facts as alleged in such complaint , other
thanjurisdictional facts , are true and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission, having thereafter considered the matter and
having determined that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act , and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the

executed consent agreement and placed such agrcement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint, makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

I. Respondent Body Systems Technology, Inc. is a Florida

corporation with its principal offce or place of business at 408 Live
Oaks Blvd. , Casselberr, Florida.

Respondent William E. Chace is an officer of the corporate
respondent. Individually or in concert with others , he formulates
directs or controls the policies , acts , or practices of the corporation
including the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His

business addrcss is 408 Live Oaks Blvd. , Casselberr, Florida.
Respondent James D. Davis is an officer of the corporate

respondent. Individually or in concert with others , he formulates
directs or controls the policies , acts , or practices of the corporation
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including the acts and practices alleged in this complaint. His
business address is 408 Live Oaks Blvd. , Casselberr, Florida.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter ofthis proceeding and of the respondents , and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

DEFINITONS

For purposes of this order, the foHowing definitions shaH apply:

I. "Competent and reliable scientifc evidence shall mean tests
analyses , research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualificd to do so , using
procedures generally acccpted in the profession to yield accurate and
rcliable results.

2. Unless otherwise specified respondents shall mean Body
Systems Technology, Inc. , a corporation, its successors and assigns
and its officers; William E. Chace and James D. Davis , individually
and as officers of the corporation; and each of the above s agents
representatives , and employees.

3. "Distributor shall mean any purchaser or other transferee of
any product or program covered by this order who acquires such
product or program from respondents.

4. "Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act , 15 U. c. 44.

It is ordered That respondents, directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale
sale, or distribution of Body System Technology, Inc. ' s shark
cartilage capsules or any other product or program in or affecting
commerce, shall not make any representation, in any manner
expressly or by implication , that such product or program:

A. Is effective in the treatment of cancer; or
B. Is effective in preventing cancer
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unless , at the time the representation is made , respondents possess
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.

II.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale
sale , or distribution of Body System Technology, Inc. s una de gato
capsules , una de gato liquid , or any other product or program in or
affecting commerce, shall not make any representation, in any

manner, expressly or by implication, that such product or program:

A. Is or is likely to be an effective treatment of cancer;
B. Is or is likely to be an effective treatment of HI V and AIDS; or
C. Is or is likely to be an effective treatment of arthritis

unless , at the time the representation is made , respondents possess
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.

III.

It is further ordered That rcspondents , directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion , offering for sale
sale , or distribution of any food , dietary supplement , or drug as " food"
and "drug" are defined in Section 15 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act , or any program, in or affecting commerce , shall not
make any representation , in any manner , expressly or by implication
about the health benefits , performance , efficacy, or safety of such
product or program , unless , at the time the representation is made
respondents possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific
evidence that substantiates the representation.

IV.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device , in connection with
the manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale
sale , or distribution of any product or program, in or affccting

commerce , shall not misrepresent , in any manner , expressly or by
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implication, the existence , contents , validity, results , conclusions , or
interpretations of any test, study, or research.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in the
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and
Drug Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and

Education Act of 1990.

VI.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in the labeling for such
drug under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the
Food and Drug Administration or under any new drug application
approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

VII.

It is further ordered That:

A. Respondents shall not disseminate to any distributor any
material containing any representations prohibited by this order.

B. Respondents shall not, directly or indirectly, authorize any
distributor to make any representations prohibited by this order.

C. Within thirty (30) days after service ofthis order, respondents

shall send by first class mail an exact copy of the notice attached
hereto as Attachment A to each distributor with whom respondents
have done business between February I , 1997 and the date
respondents executed this order, to the extent that such distributor is
known to respondents through a diligent search of their records
including but not limited to computer files, sales records, and
inventory lists. The mailing shal1 not include any other documents.
Respondents shall require each distributor to execute and return the
original of the letter as a condition of remaining or once again
becoming a distributor of Body Systems Technology, Inc.

D. For a period of three (3) years fol1owing service of this order
respondents shall provide an exact copy ofthe notice attached hereto
as Attachment C to each new distributor with whom respondents do
business after the date respondents executed this order. Such notice
shall be sent with the first shipment of respondents ' products or
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programs to said distributor. Respondents shall require cach new
distributor to execute and return the original of the letter as a
condition of being a distributor of Body Systems Technology, Inc.

E. Respondents shall use reasonable efforts to monitor

distributors ' advertising and promotional activities. In the event that
respondents receive any information that subsequent to receipt of
Attachment A pursuant to Subpart C of this Part or subsequent to
receipt of Attachment C pursuant to Subpart D of this Part , any

distributor is using or disseminating any advertisement or

promotional material or making any oral statement that contains any
representation prohibited by this order, respondents shall immediately

terminate said distributor s right to market respondents ' products or

programs and immediately provide , by certified mail , all relevant
information, including name , address , and telephone number of the
company at issue, the nature of the violation, and any relevant
materials used or disseminated , to the Associate Director, Division of

Enforcement, Federal Trade Commission , Washington, D. C. 20580.

r. Respondents shall require distributors to submit to respondents

all advertising and promotional materials and claims for any products
or programs covered by this order for review prior to their

dissemination and publication. Respondents shall not authorize

distributors to disseminate these materials and claims unless they are
in compliance with this order.

Respondents may also comply with the obligations set forth above
in this Subpart by:

I. Disseminating to distributors marketing materials that comply
with this order; and

2. Requiring these distributors to submit for review all advertising
and promotional materials for a particular product or program
covered by this order that contain representations that are not
substantially similar to the representations for the same product or
program contained in the advertising and promotional materials most
recently forwarded to the distributors by respondents.

VII.

It isfurther ordered That respondents Body Systems Technology,
Inc. and its successors and assigns , and respondents William E. Chace
and James D. Davis shall , for a period of five (5) years after the last
notice is sent pursuant to Part VII of this order, maintain and upon
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request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying: all notification letters sent to distributors
communications between respondents and distributors , and any other
materials that refer or relate to the requirements of Part VII.

IX.

It is further ordered That respondents shall refund the full
purchase price of its shark cartilage capsules , una de gato capsules
and una de gato liquid , including shipping and handling and
applicable taxes , to each purchaser whose initial request for a refund
is received by respondents within one hundred and twenty (120) days
after the date of service of this order under the following terms and
conditions:

A. If respondents ' diligent inquiry and examination of the
corporate respondent's books and records reasonably substantiates the
purchaser s claim of purchase or the purchaser provides proof of
purchase , including but not limited to any ofthe following: return of
goods or packaging, canceled check(sJ, credit card invoice(sJ, or
receipt( s J, the refund shall be paid within fifteen (15) business days
of respondents ' receipt of the refund request.

B. If the purchaser makes a timely request for a refund but neither
of the conditions of Subpart A is satisfied , the respondents shall
advise the purchaser , within fifteen (15) business days of receipt of
the request for refund , that respondents will provide a prompt refund
if the purchaser completes and returns to any respondent, within
fifteen (15) days of receipt of the notice , a declaration of purchase
which the respondents shall provide together with a stamped and
addressed return envelope. The declaration shall be substantially in
the form of the declaration attached hereto as Attachment B. The
refund shall be paid within fifteen (15) business days of respondents
reccipt of the purchaser s completed declaration.

Provided , however , that if any request(sJ for a refund from a single
purchaser is for greater than three bottles of a product covered by this
Part , respondents may, within fifteen (15) business days ofreceipt of
the request( s J for refund , notify the purchaser that it will provide a
prompt refund for all unopened packages of Body Systems
Technology, Inc. shark cartilage capsules , una de gato capsules , and

una de gato liquid returned within fifteen (15) business days of receipt
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of the notice , and shall advise the purchaser that such returns may be
made at the rcspondents ' expensc. The respondents shall provide each
such purchaser with a prepaid means of return. The refund shall be paid
within fifteen (15) business days of the return of unopened merchandise.
Refund requests shall be sent to Body Systems Technology, Inc. , 408
Live Oaks Blvd. , Cassclberry, FL 32707.

It is further ordered That respondent Body Systems Technology,
Inc. and its successors and assigns , and respondents William E. Chace
and James D. Davis shall , no later than one hundred and eighty (180)
days after the date of service of this order, send by certified mail a
monitoring report , in the form of a sworn affdavit executed on behalf
of respondents to the Associate Director, Division of Enforcement
Bureau of Consumer Protection, Federal Tradc Commission
Washington , D. C. 20580. This report shall specify the steps respondents
have taken to comply with thc terms of Part IX of this order and shall
state , without limitation:

A. The name and address of each purchaser from whom respondents
received a refund requcst;

B. The date on which cach request was received and the amount of
the refund provided by respondents to each such purchaser;

C. That each refund was for the full amount of payment from each
purchaser to whom any refund was paid;

D. The status of any disputed refund request and the identification
of each purchaser whose refund requcst is disputed , by name , address
and amount ofthe claim; and

E. The total amount of refunds paid by respondents.

XI.

It isfurther ordered That respondent Body Systems Technology,
Inc. , and its successors and assigns , respondents William E. Chace and
James D. Davis shall, for five (5) years after the last date of
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, maintain and
upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission for
inspection and copying:

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the
representation; and
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C. All tests, reports, studies, surveys, demonstrations , or other
evidence in their possession or control that contradict, qualify, or call
into question the representation, or the basis relied upon for the

representation , including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection organizations.

XII.

It is further ordered That respondent Body Systems Technology,
Inc. , and its successors and assigns , and respondents William E. Chace
and James D. Davis , shall deliver a copy ofthis order to all current and
future principals , offcers , directors , and managers , and to all current and
future employees , agents , and representatives having responsibilities
with respect to the subject matter of this order , and shall secure from
each such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt
of the order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel
within thirty (30) days aftcr the date of service of this order , and to
future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person assumes such
position or responsibilities.

XII.

It is further ordered That respondent Body Systems Technology,
Inc. , and its successors and assigns shall notify the Commission at least
thirty (30) days prior to any change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising under this order, including but not
limitcd to a dissolution , assignment , sale , merger , or other action that
would result in the emergence of a successor corporation; the creation
or dissolution of a subsidiary, parent , or affiliate that engages in any acts
or practices subject to this order; the proposed filing of a bankruptcy
petition; or a change in the corporatc name or address. Provided
however, that , with respect to any proposed change in the corporation
about which respondent learns less than thirty (30) days prior to the date
such action is to take place , respondents shall notify the Commission as
soon as is practicable after obtaining such knowledge. All notices
required by this Part shall be sent by certificd mail to the Associate
Director , Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.

XIV.

It is further ordered That respondents William E. Chace and
James D. Davis , for a period of five (5) years after thc date of issuance
of this order , shall notify the Commission of the discontinuance of his
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current business or employment, or of his affliation with any new
business or employment. The notice shall include respondent's new
business address and telephone number and a description of the nature
of the business or employment and her/his duties and responsibilities.
All notices required by this Part shall be sent by certified mail to the
Associate Dircctor, Division of Enforcement, Bureau of Consumer
Protection , Federal Trade Commission , Washington , D. C. 20580.

xv.
It is further ordered That respondent Body Systems Technology,

Inc. , and its successors and assigns , and respondents William E. Chace
and James D. Davis shall , within sixty (60) days after the date ofservice
of this order, and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission
may require , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting forth
in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with this
order.

XVI.

This order will terminate on September 7 , 20I9 , or twenty (20)
years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompanying
consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the order
whichevcr comes later; provided , however, that the filing of such a
complaint will not affect the duration of:

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years; .

B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has terminated
pursuant to this Part.

Provided , further , that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal court
rules that the respondent did not violate any provision ofthe order, and
the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on appeal , then
the order will terminate according to this Part as though the complaint
had never been filed , except that the order will not terminate between
the date such complaint is filed and the later of the deadline for
appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such dismissal or ruling
is upheld on appeal.
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ATTACHMENT A

LETTER SENT TO DISTRIBUTORS WITH WHOM RESPONDENTS
HA VE DONE BUSINESS BETWEEN FEBRUARY 1 , 1997

AND THE DA TE RESPONDENTS EXECUTED THIS ORDER

ITo Be Printed on Body Systems Technology, Inc. Ietterheadl

INAME AND ADDRESS OF RECIPIENTI

IDATEJ

Dear IDISTRIBUTOR' S NAMEl:

It is against the law to make false claims about any product or program or to
make any health-related claims about any product or program of Body Systems
Technology, Inc. , which are not substantiated by competent and reliable scientific
evidence. Competent and reliable scientific evidence is defined as tests , analyses
research , studies , or other evidence based on the expertise of professionals in the
relevant area , that has been conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by
persons qualified to do so , using procedures generally accepted in the profession to
yield accurate and reliable results. Anecdotal evidence and consumer testimonials
are not considered competent and reliable scientific evidence.

The Federal Trade Commission has detennined that it has reason to believe that
claims that Body Systems TechnoJogy, Inc. ' s shark cartilage capsules are effective
in the treatment or prevention of cancer are not substantiated by competent and
reliable scientific evidence. Moreover, the Federal Trade Commission has
determined that it has reason to believe that claims that Body Systems Technology,
Inc. ' s una de gato capsules and una de gato liquid are or are Jikely to be effective
treatments for cancer, HIV , AIDS , and arthritis also are not substantiated by
competent and reliable scientific evidence. As a result of these detenninations
Body Systems Technology, Inc. has agreed with the Federal Trade Commission that
it wil offer distributors who purchased any of these products refunds in accordance
with the procedures and conditions set forth in the appendix to this letter.

Body Systems Technology, Inc. intends to abide by the law and demands that
its distributors do the same. Therefore , as a condition of your remaining and or
becoming once again a distributor of Body Systems Technology, Inc. s products
and programs , you must agree not to use , rely on , or distribute any advertising or
promotional materials containing false or unsubstantiated claims. You must further
agree not to make false or unsubstantiated oral representations with regard to any
product or program of Body Systems Technology, Inc. You must also agree to
notify your retail or wholesaJe customers to do the same. If you or your retail or
wholesale customers use such materials or make such representations , we will stop

doing business with you.
In order that Body Systems Technology, Inc. may assure itself that you are in

compliance with the aforesaid requirements , you must, as a condition ofremaining
or becoming a distributor of Body Systems Technology, Inc. agree to submit to
Body Systems Technology, Inc. in advance and prior to use , dissemination , or
publication, all advertisements or promotional materials that you intend to use
publish , or disseminate with regard to any Body Systems Technology, Inc, product
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or program. You must further agree not to use, disseminate or publish any such
advertisement or promotional materials without obtaining our prior approval.

If you should fail or refuse to comply with the tenns of this letter, your
distributorship with Body Systems Technology, Inc, will be tenninated
immediately. Furthermore , if Body Systems Technology, Inc, believes that you
have misrepresented or have made claims with respect to any product or program
of Body Systems Technology, Inc. which are unsubstantiated by reliable scientific
evidence , Body Systems Technology, Inc. will report your violation to the Federal
Trade Commission.

Please sign , date , and return this letter to Body Systems Technology, Inc. at the
above address acknowledging your agreement to the terms set forth herein. A copy
of this letter has been provided for your files.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

William E. Chace
President
Body Systems Technology, Inc.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND AGREEMENT

The undersigned acknowledges receipt of this letter and hereby agrees to its
terms and conditions.

ate Jgnature

REFUND CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES

Body Systems Technology, Inc. will refund the full purchase price of its shark
cartilage capsules , una de gato capsules , and una de gate liquid including shipping
and handling and applicable taxes , to each purchaser whose initia1 request for a
refund is received by Body Systems Technology, Inc. within ninety (90) days after
the date of this letter under the following tenns and conditions:

A. Our books and records reasonably substantiate your claim of purchase or
you provide Body Systems Technology, Inc. with proof of purchase
including but not limited to any of the following: return of goods or
packaging, canceled check(sJ, credit card invoice(sJ, or receipt(sj.

B. If you make a timely request for a refund but neither of the conditions of
Subpart A is satisfied , Body Systems Technology, Inc. will provide you
with a Declaration of Purchase. Upon completion and return of this
Declaration of Purchase to Body Systems Technology, Inc. , we will then
provide you with a refund.

Plea.," Note: Ifany request(sJ for a refund 1T0m a single purchaser is for more than
three bottles of Body Systems Technology, Inc. shark cartilage capsules , ufta de
gato capsules , or una de gato liquid , we reserve the right to only provide a refund
upon receipt of all unopened packages of the Body Systems Technology, Inc. shark
cartilage capsules , una de gato capsules, and una de gato liquid. Such returns
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however, will be made at Body Systems Technology, Inc. s expense as we will
provide you with a prepaid means of return.

Refund requests may be sent to Body Systems Technology, Inc. , 408 Live Oaks
Blvd" Casselberr, FL 32707.

ATTACHMENT B

(ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER
OF THE DECLARANT)

IDATEI

William E. Chace , President
Body Systems Technology, Inc.
408 Live Oaks Boulevard
Casselberry, Florida 32707

Dear Mr. Chace:

I make the following Declaration of Purchase,

On or about IDA TEl. I purchased INUMBER OF BOTTLES) of IPRODUCTI
at IPRICE PER UNIT). Moreover , I incurred IDOLLAR AMOUNT) in shipping
and handling charges and taxes as a result of this purchase(s), I request a refund for
(TOTAL DOLLAR AMOUNT FOR PRODUCT(S), SHIPPING AND
HANDLING, AND TAXESI.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct.

IDECLARANT'S SIGNATUREI

ATTACHMENT C

LETTER SENT TO DISTRIBUTORS WITH WHOM RESPONDENTS
HA VE DONE BUSINESS SI"CE RESPONDENTS EXECUTED THIS ORDER

(To Be Printed on Body Systems Technology, Inc. letterhead)

(NAME AND ADDRESS OF RECIPIENT)

IDATE)

Dear (DISTRIBUTOR' S NAMEI:

It is against the law to make false claims about any product or program or to
make any health-related claims about any product or program of Body Systems
Technology, Inc. , which are not substantiated by competent and reliable scientific
evidence. Competent and reliable scientific evidence is defined as tests , analyses
research, studies , or other evidence based on the expertise of professionals in the
relevant area, that has been conducted and evaluated in an objective manner by
persons qualified to do so , using procedures generally accepted in the profession to
yield accurate and reliable results. Anecdotal evidence and consumer testimonials
are not considered competent and reliable scientific evidence.
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The Federal Trade Commission has detennined that it has reason to believe that
claims that Body Systems Technology, Inc. 5 shark cartilage capsules are effective
in the treatment or prevention of cancer are not substantiated by competent and
reliable scientific evidence. Moreover, the Federal Trade Commission has
determined that it has reason to believe that claims that Body Systems Technology,
Inc. s una de gato capsules and una de gato liquid are or are likely to be effective
treatments for cancer, HIV , AIDS , and arthritis also are not substantiated by
competent and reliable scientific evidence. Body Systems Technology, Inc. intends
to abide by the law and demands that its distributors do the same. Therefore , as a
condition of your becoming and remaining a distributor of Body Systems
Technology, Inc. s products and programs , you must agree not to use, rely on, or

distribute any advertising or promotional materials containing false or
unsubstantiated cJaims. You must further agree not to make false or unsubstantiated
oral representations with regard to any product or program of Body Systems
Technology, Inc. You must also agree to notify your retail or wholesale customers
to do the same. If you or your retail or wholesale customers use such materials or
make such representations , we wil stop doing business with you.

In order that Body Systems Techonology, Inc. may assure itself that you are in
compliance with the aforesaid requirements , you must , as a condition of your
becoming and remaining a distributor of Body Systems Technology, Inc. agree to
submit to Body Systems Technology, Inc. in advance and prior to use dissemina
tion , or publication, a11 advertisements or promotional materials that you intend to
use, publish , or disseminate with regard to any Body Systems Technology, Inc.
product or program. You must further agree not to use , disseminate or publish any
such advertisement or promotional materials without obtaining our prior approval.

If you should fail or refuse to comply with the tenns of this letter, your
distributorship with Body Systems Technology, Inc. will be tenninated
immediately. Furthennore , if Body Systems Technology, Inc. believes that you
have misrepresented or made claims with respect to any product Of program of
Body Systems TcchnolDgy, Inc. which are false or not substantiated by competent
and reliable scientific evidence, Body Systems Technology, Inc. will report your
violation to the Federal Trade Commission.

Please sign , date , and return this letter to Body Systems Technology, Inc, at the
above address acknowledging your agreement to the tenns set forth herein. A copy
of this letter has been provided for your fies.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

William E. Chace
President
Body Systems Technology, Inc.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT AND AGREEMENT

The undersigned acknowledges receipt of this letter and hereby agrees to its
tenns and conditions.

Date Signature
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IN THE MATTER OF

MELINA R. SNEED , ET AL.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGAR TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OF
SECS. 5 AND 12 OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Docket C-3896. Complaint, Sept. i999--Decision, Sept. i999

This consent order, among other things, prohibits the Texas-based sole

proprietorship, doing business as Arthritis Pain Care Center , from representing that

their products containing CMO or any substantially similar product is effective in
the treatment , prevention, or cure of arthritis, provides permanent relief from the
symptoms of arthritis, and is effective in the treatment of multiple sclerosis , lupus

and other diseases unless, at the time the representation is made , respondents

possess and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates
the representation. In addition, the consent order prohibits any unsubstantiated

claims regarding the health benefits , performance , efficacy, or safety of any such
product or program.

Participants

For the Commission: Judith Shepherd, Thomas Carter and Louis

Silvers in.
For the respondents: Pro se.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commssion , having reason to bclieve that
Melinda R. Sneed and John L. Sneed, d//a Arthritis Pain Care

Center, have violated the provisions of the Federal Trade

Commission Act , and it appearng to the Commission that this
proceeding is in the public interest , alleges:

I. Respondent Melinda R. Sneed does business under the
assumed name , Arthritis Pain Care Center. Respondent John L.

Sneed participates with Melinda R. Sneed in formulating, directing,
or controlling the policies , acts , or practices of Arthritis Pain Care
Center, including the acts or practices alleged in this complaint.
Respondents ' principal offce or place of business is 3615- F Pioneer

Parkway, Arlington , Texas.

2. Rcspondents have promoted, offered for sale , sold, and

distributed to the public products containing a substance described as
cctylmyristoleate cetyl myristoleate, cerasomal- cis-
cetylmyristoJeate , or CMO , including products identified with the
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name CMO (hereinafter referred to collectively as "CMO" J. These

products are " foods" and/or "drugs" within the meaning of Sections
12 and 15 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

3. The acts and practices of respondents alleged in this complaint
have been in or affecting commerce , as "commerce" is defined in
Section 4 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

4. Respondents have disseminated or have caused to be

disseminated advertisements or promotional materials for products
containing CMO , including but not necessarily limited to the attached
Exhibits A through H. Advertisements for respondents ' CMO

products have been disseminated through, among other media, a web

site on the Internet. These advertisements and promotional materials
contain the following statements:

A. Arthritis - Arthritis - Arthritis
IDepiction of gnarled, Do You Have It or
deformed hand. Know Someone Who Does?

Don t be fooled by reports 1T0m The Arthritis Foundation ...
There IS a natural treatment for your arthritis - CMO

AS SEEN ON T.

, , ,

The Arthritis Foundation and your doctor will often tell you that you can t treat

arthritis with anything except prescription drugs. THAT' S A LIE!

Prescribed drugs have harmful , long-term effects. Methotrexate, for instance , when

taken over time will DESTROY your liver. - Ask your doctor. That s why you

must have monthly liver tests!
Prednisone is a STEROID. Steroids affect your adrenal glands. That's why you
must be weaned off very slowly. -- Ask your doctor.
And surgcry...of course they want to offer this option (lots of money), but do they
guarantee these treatments? - NO!
Doesn t it make more sense to at least TRY a natural product which has
NO SIDE EFFECTS?
Just read Dr. Len Sands (San Diego Clinic), Arthritis Defeated at Last"
For a detailed , lTank discussion of healing arthritis naturally.

lDepiction of CMOl'M

Product Containers) (Cerasomal-cis-9-cetylmyristoleate)
An all-natural product with UNBELIEVABLE results
9 Out of 10 report partial to TOTAL RELIEF
With just 1 treatment!

JOIN THE THOUSANDS WHO HAVE RECEIVED
FREEDOM FROM ARTHRITIS "ONCE AND FOR ALL"

Why do we get arthritis?
Most doctors agree that it is an auto-immune disease. We can t take an antibiotic

for it , we can t build up our immune system to cure it once we have it , and we can
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seem to find anything that will reverse its devastating resuIts..,U"TIL NOW with
CMOTM1

The only product that has aetualIy REVERSED
the arthritic process for thousands!

Unlike evcrything else , CMO is not a pain reliever , not an anti-inflammatory, not

a steroid or other cortisone. CMO is an IMMUNOMODULA TOR , which helps

to nOl1alize the immunc system.
Instead of treating the symptoms of pain and inflammation , CMO acts directly

against the cause of the arthritis - the erroneously programmed "memory T .cells

of your own immune system that cause the attacks against your joints. The bad
programming is why, as time passes , arthritis only gets worse. Once the problem
is corrected , the attacks on your joints are halted and the symptoms of pain and
inflammation are promptly remedied. CMO corrects the root cause of arthritis
by erasing the memory of those badly programmed memory T-celIs.
Once the destruction of your joints is halted , your body can begin to nOl1alize.
Although the major benefits come promptly, minor improvements continue for
several months. With the pain and inflammation relieved , the joints can function
nonnalIy.
Does CMO work for everyone? NO, and we offer no guarantees (but neither
does your doctor). If you are generalIy healthy and temporarily wilIing to give up
coffee , alcohol and caffeine , you can be one of the hundreds who have received
COMPLETE relief for their arthritic condition.

Proven Results
The treatment of arthritis with CMO has been proven by actual casc experiences
and clinical studies. These studies are available in the book by Dr. Len Sands
Arthritis Defeated at Last." Our customer base includes individuals , clinics

, D, s and chiropractors. We have helped hundreds tind reliefwith CMO

* * *

CMO is a registered trademark of the San Diego Clinic.

* * *

(Exhibit A , http://ww.choicemall.com/apcc)

B. ATTENTION ARTHRITIS PAIN SUFFERERS
NEW 100% NATURAL PRODUCT
THA T CAN ACTUALLY REVERSE
THE EFFECTS OF ARTHRlTIS
ONCE & FOR ALLI

* ALL NATURAL
* ONE TIME TREATMENT
* NO SIDE EFFECTS

IMAGINE NO MORE DRUGS
STUDIES & TESTIMONIALS
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

DON' T SUFFER ANOTHER DA YI!

* * *

What causes arthritis?
The arthritic process is regulated by ' memory T-cells ' which havc been erroncously

programmed causing attacks on your joints and cartilage. In osteoarthritis this
faulty programming usually results from physical damage. . . The damage results
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in an immune response involving the memory T-ceIls producing attacks against the
affected joints. . . . Although various types ofrheumatoid arthritis are caused by
infective micro-organisms , memory T.ceIJs are again involved in the same arthritic
process. Without CMO it continues to worsen.

* * *

Does CMO improve joint mobilty?
Absolutely! If the joint can be moved just slightly (by the afficted person or even
by someone else) joint mobility can usuaIly be restored. . . .
Does CMO stop arthritis pain?
Arthritis pain wil disappear completely in almost every instance. In a few extreme
cases , pain was reduced by only 50% to 70% which was stiIl such a major benefit
that it all owed the persons to function almost normally again.
Docs CMO reduce inflammation?
Yes, and it does so very effectively.
How long before it takes effect?
Most people begin to feel relief within two to four days. . . . some may need as
many as four weeks of treatment.

* * *

Is CMO used for any other aiJrnents?

Current studies include CMO as part of therapeutic protocol for other disorders
with auto jnuunc components including multiple sclerosis , lupus , emphysema
silicon breast disease, certain cancer treatments , benign prostate hyperplasia and
possibly other lung disorders. . . .

* * *

What about more severe cases?
Even persons previously confined to a bed or a wheelchair have responded

dramatically and are now no longer dependent on others for care. A number of
these received additional benefit from repeating the treatment again. 

. . .

What about joints where the cartilage is completely worn away?
Unless the bones have fused together, the usual problem is not lack of mobility but
pain. The majority of such dramatic cases have responded favorably resulting in
painless movement, even in the knees.
Does it work for everyone?

. So far, CMO has been ab1e to help everyone who has not suffered liver
impainnent 

. . . .

CUITently, we are expreiencing Isic) an 80% to 90% success rate.
Is it expensive?
The cost of the treatment is very modest when compared with what most arthritis
victims are spending monthly on pain and inflammation medications that only mask
the symptoms. Since , in most cases , you only need to take one treatment of
CMO"' (sic J it actually saves you thousands of dollars , notto mention the pain and
disability reversed.

* * *

Docs that mean that a person takes CMO only once and that' s it?
YES. Unbelievable isn t it! Most afficted persons need to take the capsules for
only a couple of weeks to be fTee of arthritis symptoms forever. No further
medication is ever necessary, not even CMO
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Does it work for both rheumatoid and osteoarthritis?
Both types respond equally well. It also works for most other types of arthritis such
as those associated with anklosing spondylitis , reiter s syndrome, sjogren
syndrome , behcet s syndrome and psoriasis. It has also been found to relieve
various types of back pain of undetennined origin (probably arthritis related).
Is CMO harmful in anyway?
. . . . It' s a prefectly (sic J safe naturaJIy derived substance. . , ,
Can I continue with my usual medications while taking CMOTJU?
Yes , but after a few days you probably won t need your pain medication. The only
drugs that has any effect on CMO are Methatrexate and Rheumatrex. These two
conventional arthritis drugs tend to nuJIifY the CMO . There are no adverse drug
reactions , you simply won t feel anything or get any results with your CMOTM
Always check with your doctor before changing or taking any medication. A void
steroids.
(Exhibit B , consumer brochure)

C. 

* * *

CMO is an al1 natural oiJ substance which was discovered to exist in some animals
such as cattle and whales. It is a third chain " fatty acid ester. " One ofthe building
blocks used to make CMO exists in beeftaJIow, Fatt acids have many functions
essential to good health. This fatt acid can help control inflammation and may
PREVENT arthritis,
Studies and Testimonials Available Upon Request
The treatment of arthritis with CMO and the supplements listed have been proven
by actual case experience and clinical studies. Please E-Mail us at
meljo(gswbell.net for a copy of these studies and/or testimonials. aUf customer
base includes individuals , clinics , M. and chiropractors. Although no
formal studies have been conducted , CMO has also been reported to help reduce the
effects of emphazema , fibro-myalgia, lupus , chronic bronchitis and certain skin
disorders. Thousands have used CMO successfully.
(Exhibit C , consumer brochure)

D. A Miracle Product of Nature
CMO No More Arthritis
Attention Golfers:

No More Pain

* * *

CMO - Ccrasomal-Cis- CetyI-Myristoleate, is an all natural , completely safe
nutrient compound that is derived from an oil found in certain mammals. CMO
corrects the root cause of arthritis erasing the memory of those malfunctioning
Memory T-Cells . Once the destruction is baited , the body can begin to normalize

and the joints begin to function nonnally again - FREE FROM PAIN. Many
sufferers of arthritis who have in the past had to limit their activity due to pain arc
now living their lives again - PAIN FREE after only 12-24 days of treatment.
(Exhibit D , advertisement in Par-Fore magazine , February 1997)

E. San Diego Clinic
MEMORANDUM
Subject: Heart Dlscase Relative to CMO
There have been no fonnal studies conducted with respect to the effects of CMO
on individuals with heart disease.
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However, considering that CMO is a naturally derived nutritional supplement that
has shown to help nonnalize various physiological and immunological body
processes in humans , and since it appears to be completely non-toxic in its use by

thousands of consumers and in previous animal studies, we would expect that it
would have no il effect on individuals with coronary problems.
On the contrary, we have received interesting reports regarding persons with certain
other ailments wbo have taken CMO for arthritis as recommended by their

physicians and other health care professionals;
I) There have been reports on individuals suffering from hypertension (high

blood pressure) whose blood pressure has completely nonnalized or lowered
substantially.

2) There have been reports of individuals suffering from hypotension (low
blood pressure) whose blood pressure has completely nonnaIized or raised.
substantially.

3) There have been reports of individuals with high and even extremely high
blood sedimentation rates whose sed rates have nonnalized , even in Lupus patients.

4) There have been reports of individuals with cardiac arrhythmia (abnonnal
heartbeat rhythm) whose arrhythmia has disappeared.

* * *

(Exhibit E , San Diego Clinic memorandum , January 1997 , available from Arthritis

Pain Care Center J

F. The New Arthritis Treatment
CASE HISTORIES
Condensed Highlights From
Case Histories Recorded By
The San Diego Clinic

FROM CASE HISTORY #38:
Medical Doctor. Pain and stiffness in hands for severaJ years. Unable to perform
simple offce surgery. One day ofCMO brought relief. Dexterity and fine surgical
ability returned gradually. Ordered CMO for bis patients.
FROM CASE HISTORY #332:
Female. Age 66. Rheumatoid artbritis rendered hands useless , gnarled , inflexible

agonizingly painful six years ago. Pain relieved and full use of hands restored after
five days ofCMO.
FROM CASE HISTORY #39:
Male. Medical Doctor/psychiatrist. This physician complained of persistent pains
along his spine and in his feet. He became completely free of pain in both the spine
and feet within two days of starting CMO capsules. Remission continues.
FROM CASE HISTORY #33:
Medical Doctor. Auto wreck tcn years earlier damaged hip, caused limp and
arthritis. CMO relieved pain permanently in one day for Ihe first time after many
years. The limp problem is irreparable. Ordered CMO for bis patients.

* * *

YOU CAN JOIN THE GROWING NUMBER
OF PEOPLE WHO HAVE ENJOYED THE

BENEFITS OF CMO

***

(Exhibit F , consumer brochure)
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CMO Testimonials

* * *

As you know, I have had rheumatoid arthritis since I was 38, and am now almost
5 I. I have run the garnet as far as prescription medications go. The symptoms
where of course suppressed over the years , but my condition slowly worsened none
the less. I have been in constant pain over the years , and at times had to resort to
prescription narcotics to relieve the agony. After. 

. . 

my purchase of CMO , my
arthritis began to go into a remissive state quite rapidly. 

. . 

Should my arthritis ever
decide to rear it's ugly head again , you can be sure I won t hesitate to purchase
another bottle. ' Tim Richards, Carson City, NV

* * *

My arthritis pain and swelling in my hands is gone and there is no more pain in my
back, hips or legs. I am also suffering from emphezemia and have noticed an
improvement, I' d say at least 40%. It seems to be getting better every day. 

. . 

CMO
seems to be the one thing I needed 10 years ago. Gerold Youngblood, Texas

* * *

I did the CMO treatment on a 12 day basis and before the 12 days were up, around
the fifth or sixth day, I noticed remarkable improvement in my hands , especially
those sore knuckles and my lower back. By the end of the twelve days I also
noticed that a burning pain from the small of my back down through my leg to my
foot was disappearing. It has been 8 weeks since I finished my treatment and I'
here to tell you that all my pain is gone. So golfers , tennis players , softball players
and anybody with arthritis pain , do yourself a favor and do the CMO treatment.

John Sneed, Fort Worth, Texas

* * *

To potential users I would say that one bottle may be perfect for some; others may
need more. It is worth the commitment to take a product that is natural, can not hurt
you, and can only make you ' whole ' once again. Barbara, Dataw Island, 

(Exhibit G , consumer brochureJ

H. 

* * *

Now where CMO comes from is quite an interesting history. The -- it was
originally discovered at the United States Government National Institutes of Health.
A researcher there by the name of Harr Deal (phonetic) back in 197 I discovered
this substance existing in a string of mice , called Swiss Albino mice , which are
generaJly used in laboratories for research.

And he found it had a remarkable propert. It had the propert of preventing

the formation of arthritis in animals who were injected with arthritis inducing
substances. And even more remarkably it had the property of literally and totally
reversing all arthritic symptoms in these same laboratory animals.

He continued to research this prett much of his own volition and as much as
he could in the NIH without a great deal of funding for it. It didn t seem like the
NIH had a great deal of interest in this particular substance.

At any rate , it is totally different. The significant thing about CMO is that it is
not treating the symptoms of inflammation or pain. It is in fact going directly into
the immune system and stopping the arthritic process itself, which allows the body
to cope with and heal itself and rid itself of the inflammation and pain.

* * *
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Once this is accomplished , there is no need for any further medication , not even
for CMO. The CMO has gone in , done its job , and it is not needed any longer in
most instances. There are a few cases where more quantities , larger and more
prolong therapy with CMO can prove to be beneficia1. But once it' s over , it seems
to be over.

, , ,

(PJeople that were treated eight , ten , 12 years ago , as a result ofthe studies and the
compounds produced by HalT Deal with the NIH , these people have not needed
any further treatment for arthritis. They have been able to discontinue all
medication. They haven t needed any more pain pills. They haven t needed any
more anti- inflammatory drugs.

And this is of enonnous benefit to most patients , simply because ofthe factthat
many of these things are hannful. They re harmful to the liver. They re hannful
to the kidneys. We had a patient in here just a -- just a few days ago , an antique
dealer , a woman who was taking between , I believe , eight and 15 Tylenol every
day. And her test results on Jiver function indicate that she was definitely suffering
from liver impairment as a result of this kind of medication.

And this is -- she has -- she s been amazed. She was taking CMO for only a
matter of five days , and she saw very significant improvement already, despite her
liver damage. 

. . . 

So it's a great benefit , because once you re done with this
program, it appears that you are likely to be done forever. We can t say for sure
that perhaps at some point in the future this same individual may encounter some
circumstances that could trigger the process anew. But should that happen ten years
down the line , you know, you can just take CMO again.

CMO was rather buried in the NII-I for a number of years to the point that when the
individual who discovered it retired , he himseJfhad to continue on the research on
his own. There was no funding available from the NIH. And once it was n even
though it was proved within the laboratories of the NIH to have these magnificent
properties of seemingly pennanently reversing the effects of arthritis.

, , ,

We picked up the exploration of that substance , and we continued , and we did some
studies on 48 patients. And we were absolutely amazed by the results. We got
between 70 to 100 percent improvement in joint mobility and in pain reduction.
Only two ofthe 48 patients didn t respond to CMO , and both ofthose , it turned out
have substantial liver damage.

, , ,

Basically -- welJ , many people say that it' s a blessing, because they were looking
fonvard to spending thousands and thousands of dollars for the rest of their life
taking -- just taking things to be able to allow them to just barely function during
the day. Whereas they take CMO and they return to somewhere between 70 and
100 percent of their old selves. I did , personally,

, , ,

And there have been another -- other disorders that people have -- various doctors
who have been utilizing CMO have found to be beneficial , things like lupus
multiple sclerosis , emphysema and the like, simply because along with other
medications , where CMO seems to work along with other medications to help the
process along, as a result of its effect on the immune system.

, , ,
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re getting about 96 percent success rate (with CMO).

, , ,

(Exhibit H, audiocassette tape distributed by Arthritis Pain Care Center

, "

Health
Program Interview On CMO with Dr. Len Sands

5. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represcnted , expressly or by implication , that respondents ' CMO
products:

A. Are effective in the mitigation, treatment , prevention, and cure

of most forms of arthritis, including rheumatoid arthritis and
osteoarthritis.

B. Provide permanent relief from symptoms of arthritis, including
pain , impaired mobility, swelling, and joint deformities.

C. Are as effective as or superior to prescription medications in
the treatment of arthritis and the relief of arthritis symptoms.

D. Are completely safe and without adverse side effects.
E. Are effective in the treatment of multiple sclerosis , lupus

emphysema, chronic bronchitis, silicone breast disease, cancer
benign prostate hyperplasia, hypertension , hypotension , and cardiac
arrhythmia.

6. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
. have represented , expressly or by implication , that "case histories

and testimonials of consumers appearing in the advertisements or
promotional materials for respondents ' CMO products reflect the
typical or ordinary experience of members of the public who use the
products.

7. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represented , expressly or by implication, that they possessed and

relied upon a reasonable basis that substantiated the rcpresentations
set forth in paragraphs five and six , at the time the representations
were made.

8. In truth and in fact , respondents did not possess and rcly upon
a reasonable basis that substantiated the representations set forth in
paragraphs five and six , at the time the representations were made.
For example, studies have not examined the efficacy of the
ingredients in respondents ' CMO products in the prevention or cure
of arthritis; or in comparison to prescription medications for the
treatment of arthritis or the relief of arthritis symptoms; or in the
treatment of multiple sclerosis , lupus , emphysema, chronic bronchitis
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silicone breast disease , cancer, benign prostate hyperplasia, hyper-
tension , hypotension, or cardiac arrhythmia. In addition, there is
insufficient information available to determine the reliability of other
purported studies or the applicability of such studies to the
respondents' products. Therefore, the representation set forth in
paragraph seven was , and is , false or misleading.

9. Through the means described in paragraph four , respondents
have represented, expressly or by implication, that:

A. Clinical studies prove that CMO is a safe and effective
treatment for arthritis.

B. Studies were conducted at the National Institutes of Health
that prove that CMO reverses the effects of arthritis.

10. In truth and in fact:

A. Clinical studies do not prove that CMO is a safe and

effective treatment for arthritis.
B. No studies conducted at the National Institutcs of Health prove

that CMO reverses the effects of arthritis.

Therefore , the representations set forth in paragraph nine were , and
are , false or misleading.

II. In the advertising and sale of CMO products , respondents
have represented that John Sneed is an endorser of CMO products.
Respondents have failed to disclose adequately that Sneed has a
material connection with respondents ' CMO products in that , at the
time of providing his endorscment , Sneed had a financial interest in
Arthritis Pain Care Center and received a financial benefit from
respondents ' sales ofthe product. These facts would materially affect
the weight and credibility given by consumers to the endorsement and
would be material to consumers in their decisions to purchase the
product. Therefore , the failure to disclose adequately these facts , in
light of the representations made , was , and is , a deceptive practice.

12. The acts and practices of respondents , as alleged in this
complaint, constitute unfair or deceptive acts or practices , and the
making of false advertisements, in or affecting commerce, in
violation of Sections 5(a) and I2 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
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EXHIBIT A

rmrml. !'inCUOCcnlof hltp:l"'",'" . (hC"'malt. coml'K\' b"". cclLndcA.Wt&lp' 39U 7467i&anc.o

Arhriti Pain Care Center

ArthritiJ Treatment.. StreiU ADD/ADHD Treatmellt n, Nutrtional Support I

Arthriti - Arthritis -
Arhriti

Do You Have It or
Know Someone Who Does?

Don
r;n

m The

There IS . aaronl! treatment for your
arthrifu . CMOtm

AS SEEN ON T,

r=_A

~~~~ ~~~~

The Artis Foundation and your doctor wiU oft teU you th you ca't trea
artis 'Nth anyt exce preption dr. TH T'S A LIEI

Precribe drgs have h. , long-tu effects. Methotrxate, for ince
when taen over tie wi DESllOY your liver. - Ask your doctor. Ths why
you mus have monthy live te1
Preoac is . STIOID. Steids afec your adna giand3. Ths why
you mus be offver slowly. - Ask your doctor.

And suer...ofcoun th wa to offer th option (lot! of mone), but do 
gute thes trents - NOI Exhbit A

Mh PaCiCea=

Dot3n t It make more sense to at leat TRY . natuni product wblch bu
NO SIDE EYFCTS?

lus re Or. Le Sands (Sin Diego Clict), Arthritt OI!(.,tP. .t Lut"
For a detled fr dion of heain arti nay.
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EXHIBIT A
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.,,,,, .,

cCJmo.", \omo.,p" .' ,." I I&""oh

CMOtm

(CerasomaJ-Cis- Cc:tylmyrisloleatc)

An all-natu prouct with
UNBELIEVABLE reults!

9 out of 10 rert paral to

TOTAL RELiFF
With jus 1 treatment!

lOrN THE rnOUSANS WHO HAVE RECErVED
FREEDOM FROM ARTHRIIS "ONCE AN FOR ALL"

Why do we get artbritU1

Most doctors ag tht it is an auto-imune disea. We ca t tae an
antibiotic for it. we ca t build up our imune system to cur it oace we have it,
and we ca t see to fid anyt tht will reverse its devasg
rcsull'.. UN NOW with CMOnn!

The only product that hu actually REVERSED
Che arthritic praces! for thounnd.t!

Unlike everyng else , CMOtm is not a pai reliever, not an anti-inamtory,
not a steroid or other rortne. CMOnn LS an IMOMODULA TOR. whch
helps to nonniz the imune system.

Instea of treatig the syptoms of pai and inOI1 CMOcm acts ditly
agam the caus of th arti . the errneously progncd " memory T .cll"
ofyoUt own imune S)st th caus the atk. agal YOUt joints. Tbe baprogmg is why, as tie pas, arti olly get. wors. ODce the
problem IS corrte the atdc. OD your jOiDts ar hate and thc 3ymptoms of
pai and inamon ar prmptly remeded CMOnn corrts thc rot ca of
arti by er th memory ofthsc bay progrcd memory T.clb.

the deson of your joint. is hate your boy ca be to nOIInaHzc.
Althoug th maOf befi come promptly, mir improvement. CODtiUC for
sevenL montb. With th pa an inamon relieved th joint! ca fuonnormy.

Doe CMOt work for everone? NO, &n we offer'Do gut. ut ncith
doe your doctor). If you ar genely beathy and tervy wi to give up
coffee, alcohol an caein, you ca be one of th bun who have reived
COMPLET relief for their artic condtiOD.

P.rovcn Re#ultl

The treDt of arti \oth CMOt !w be prven b 0C caexpence an clinca stdies. Thes Stes ar avai e in th bok by Dr.
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experiences and clinica studies. These studies are available in lhe bok. by Dr.
Len Sands

, "

Arthrtis Defeated al Last. " Our customer base: includes individuals.
clinics. M. s, O, s and chiropractQrs. We: have helped hW1dreds find relief with
CMOtm.

Products

cap
I me tress ormu a

tcapsucs
ucollmrnc: up ate

30 count tablets

lm pny

rt nti cu.te It ast
j (Dr LeD. Sands Book)

111

5120.

518.

513.

530.

58.50

!.nntAct \I for infnrmation nn our nrher omducl'l"

IKA II 55

IAlU': PalD Cream -.I 520.
IAl IpOIC: Acid 

~~~~~~~

:i 5125.

Add 55.00 per order ror si
We accept aU major credit cards

We wil NOT be undenold!
(fyou fmd CMOtm at a lower price, leU IU where and we U match it!

Senoicer

We deliver sece AFR the sae!

The Arti Pai Ca Cente is her to help YOIL We offer a varety of-ce
and prouc to help with your arti Lupus Fibromyalgi et., an we
stve
to tr the WHOlE pen. We ar not in the busines of-sellin proucts 
I1ther we wat to help peple fid proven alternve trents for their
condition.

Q619/98\2:S!
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CMO tm IS II registere tra emar an iego nuc.
Beware DC

COpYClit product!. CMOtm is
cerasomaJ-c:is-9-cetimyristo!cate.

THERE IS NO OTHER!

-..

Arthritis Pain Care Center
361S. Wes Pioneer Pary

Ar!ington. TX 76013
817-40-4519

Fax: 817.274-066
lio swht11 net

Contact us for Dl.tributor InformanoD lad
For quotu OD bulk orden!
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EXHIBIT C

Arthritis Pain Care Center
J615-F West Ploo. Paray, Arn. Tx 76013 (117) 4&5.9

CMOtm
Cera&omal-ds- Cetyimyr&toleste

~~~

b-=ll

~~~~~

9 Ou. Of' 10 Reportpa.aJ to. TOTAL Rell.f"

Freedom From
Pairifu Arhritis

In Days!
WHAT MAKES CMO SO DIFFERENT FROM THe SYMPTOM TREATMENTS

VE TRIED?
JOIN THE 90% OF THOUSANDS WHO HAVE RECEIVED FREEDOM FROM
ARTHRIns, .. ONCE AND FOR ALL"

Unlike o Is no! I pz rdiCY. It Is not J. mt. ry. lt Is no! alterid or
other cartoonC'. 0,0 Is :a IMOMQOtJTOR. whh hdps to IVrmlz the lnunc !)tan.

!rtad of tn::atln the JYtoms of pai zn tnfti of arti, QdO ac d1y agt the
C2e ofli,,= arriti - the ern.y proal "mery T-cdl" olJO ow IMne rytan
tlut au the lt1b ar J'Ul JoLn!1 The ba pro Is 7. II ti pm. art! only
gc . J\ beer. Butoncc thcprobl Is OOlTcccd th bQl)' taints a.hatcdan
me sytoms of pa an Int/Qn ar prompUy remed It. Ub . ba COmputCf problem. But
once it', fW it srAY Ib OdD CO!Tcc the rot c: of arti by o: th mery of
thos bay pmg mcryT-cdb One th da11 ofl" Join Is h.ta yo boy cabq tQ norm N.th th mar bc come pl'lDJ', mJ wotie forse month afc: fW am. With pm. md in rdlM the Joints ca fuon
agqul!cnorr)'.

CMO Is an all natra oil substce which wadisc to exst In soe animals such as cae
and wlil.. ./t Is a third dlaln "fat add esor.
Ono of tho b;1ld1ng blad us to mako 010
oxst Iii be bila.:f' 'adds hav ma '
funaion osondal to'goo heath. This fat add
' ciKoip .cOtrlnfliimaiOnBnd in PRENT
arritis.

Exhbit C
Arp1.c.emr-
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EXHIBIT C

Studies and Testimonials Available Upon Request
The trUMent of ;!rtr1tis with CMOtm and me supplemencs liste ha-. be pro by
actal ca exerene d clinical studIes. Pleae E-Mail us .t mejro net for a
copy of dlese stuie ;indOl" tedmonjab. Our CUmer base Incudes IndMduab, dJnla,

s, an c:Jrop ctn;. Althugh no fann:& stIes ha be conduc. CMD
has also be r rt to help reuc th effec ofempha, fibroyalga, lupus.
chronic bronchids and cern sldn disrder. Thuss haw us CMO sucesfully.

Supplement that help to Inc. the etrecn6S of CMOt. ,

K.- Zyme An aU natura ene tht helps the boy
4SJmllate die CMD.
This Is be U$ by pens wh haw
be on docr prebe U'ritk drugs
5uch as MetD'te The aplha lipoIC ;idd
will help to de-toxi the ,li an Inc the
effeces of 010.
This proUC ca be us aft th
CMO trtment to help reuild the arl

Alpha Upoic Acid

Qucosamine Sulfate

Pleas fee er to ci our OmQlat 817-40-19 to tie product 8.dfor .
matment protOQL

Retail Distributors Are Needed In Local Regions. NOT MLM.

Atrit! PaIn Ca Cete offer you a complet pada (or trtment o(your arritic
condidon:

CMOtm , K.- Zyme; Alpha Upok: Ad, an G1ucolneSult'te

"''' Pn $165.

Indivdua Pries

CMOo. 50 
Ka- Zym
Npha Upo Ad:' ,
GlUClne Sulfate

$150.
S.,
$12.50
$1$.

Bewe of Copycat product tht attpt to UH the tfd.emk CMO.
CMOtm 18 Cemal-c9-cLmyrl..te then 18 uo other.

. . - ' :. . '" ':. 

Crdit Cad8 A.ccepted: Vl, Mute Ca Amedca Ezre - Dlaver.You CI.n Order By Fu (817-"2, Phaue (81'7 oU()19 or E-ma
m.e.ogbeD.aet. .

339
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EXHIBIT D
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. Good PUller
.cy , srrcl,,,nr ,,, bL'C ,n,of;.1 1;'''''

pUllcr. " lokn"''' M"w ",rc. ,d the Knxn.,. II
is impr1M nllxl1,; plllinfl;5 boll! djm:-
ti"" .lnd i'I. CC. If Y"'" 0." r''' r;K"I

'f' ,, d dif'li"n , y"w. ch nf Ihc b.,1
!;",nR ; n .he "-,,.:,,1)' Ji",i i,h

In Non" T

.",

. !I"lfc.. havclhc "ppur-
\'-";lylo p' yon ,w., ddfc""nIIYP" "fput-

f!!Urf;CC, On"i.,rJ,ml),'Sr.", 'ndll\c
other i. i)n! gTu. !3rmud gnu i$ tllickl;

A Mincle Product of Nature

CMOTM

No More Arthritis

No More Pain
Attntion Golfers:

AnLiil&nIUlQ- immuncdinu.llllTy
peplll1(fo:from. Swi.ujco;,U.. Lhu4I
m.\1n lnthcUniledSta!e 110." on o.ruc\.
''iltdL 'T pljnc.wo.rrom1nJ,,;ciprOY""1I
mat m,m ""joying I.c quoJity of lie !.ey
dein For IOme, it rnLY mun I. !hy or
","b!etoputcipl!e llyrermQ(uerlecr
rmu,jgnbUlfcrolhon, cven.lhemc.l.imple
d&ily-wb"on olf=ed

Then on mony the.nea .bout lJ .l1of
1ILi o.Wn.lJ.I....do'owiJUwtM
ontl F''''' tclulotc II "M'cmo. T.
CelI" inourbojc:wl\ll,,v boCtIy
prvoed tc IIt.kllu.JL!y jcin lIun-
liS'" 'TflulryprJnu.smlyrallr
phY'Iu.d.lTu.eruellu .fall,lpo injlJ,
IU!ornobil ...ident, lonl-Iom IIflJlIIWI
phy.iGa &Cvlry. cLe. . . Maltucl,
Mm\oryT-C",llo" an .!S irohed 1nth
prtlofRleu.!Did.AnlInlon)',
upuntlnaw ""CIlhanLkp'lU
II contiue lI"en u ti 1Ioa

CMO . C rllomal.C!I.9-C"'lyl" M)'I"
to!u.iI""o. "cmpPllIlIar
compolllhulod.er,tdCrmmgiItollb:=tma CMOcoflLbroem
at aztl cmaw, mem.x of Ih IlL'oa" M-.orT-C". OrlIdo
'\IUobhal tbbo)'cabclito_.antljolntlb.II!D/'tI)'
"1.1.. i'FROMPAI. M"lIndllof
.olJwhlL".inlh ll\adlD!lmtbaa'frdulOplilnl\w!iviqIlUna
'lai. PAI FREE ol only 12-2Adl)' of

tr)' wcufd lib 10 reelVG man lnom.
lIablUlllmohzronUY lnp
il U. cr of aMu. ro 8U !JoorMaUSI'IIIhAtPalCa
CmIIJ I'- PionaI'. InArI\
uClI7)460""19.
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So m nypcple h,.elM,..ho,"roocnLly.

bul """ ,TCIl lh:u mllY eoulX '" A,.I,ju' ,;,iY.
Wo...n'oJ lo I.' "I'lhi. uncr"'lhc."o'''o"

&olfor. ,oU,cy"'"ul.Jn ,"",u,cirh,,,,mu,,':"
Wh&lWei!xnganhi....oc,,,,..LGolrllo-

SQlnc. roun... I"( cnllyrollil\&
in.pia:..ilhlarl" o(n.\;..lt=.

M..yc(lhlnh"'c f!I "DOc ic.lJy
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~~~
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EXHIBIT E

.f-"
San 'Diego CCinic

MEMORANDUM

Subject: Hearl Disease Relative tQ CMO

There have been 1\0 fannal studi conducted ..!h r pect to the effects of CMO on
indivduals with he.rt di..

However, considerig that CMO is a natunly deried nutritional supplement that has show
to help norraf V;r10US physiologic. and imunologica boy pro in hUl and since it
appers to be completcly non-taxc in its us by th.ousd1 of c.nsumcn and in prevow anal
studiC$ we would ec tht it would have no il effec on indivdual with corooU) prolclI

On the contrary, we have re.ivcr intcrutig report regading persns with certai other
a.lmcnt5 who ha.ve taken CMO for artriti as rCCmmcnded by their ph ician and other heaLI"

care profesional;

t) There have been report on indivdua sufferig frm hyprtension
(high bloo presure) whose blood presure has completely Clormalize. or
lowered substantiaJly.

2) There have bee repolU of indivdual sufferig frm hyPtension ( low
bloo presure) whose bloo presure has completcly normal or rais.
substatialy.
3) There have bun reprt of indidual with high and even atremely high
bloo sec:ntatioD. rates whose se r;e. have normal even in Lupus
patients
4) There have be report of indidua with caac anbyta (abnonna!
heartbet rhyt) whse aryta ha dlppeed.

Those report ar not me reuJt of any form study. They have ben noted frm comments
proded to us by proCena wh ha be surpri at thes sendar benefits of CMO which
they have e.countue in thei patents durig the tretment for arriti Th tendency by mo to
nonnal bo pco conf that it fuctona u an imuno u1r.

It mus oot be LSed th other patients wi enjo thes sae senda beefiu. 
form ,rodiea haV be conduct to confi th thes beefits ar rele on a coasent
b""

It mus be emphu th any indidua with I serious aient or . conditin of any $Ort
. shouJd const with and be cl monitore by their ("CVt bC&th profeona. any tie that
persn undertes any sort of therapeti or even nutritina progr

" " ,. ,. " Janua 1m 

,. " " ,. ..

Exhbit E
ArPaCaCmfa

343
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EXHIBIT E

San 'Diego Cfinic

MEMORANDUM

Subject: CMO.ft and Horses

QUf very rxnt erio:c. with harsa involved I. 19-yc.r-old drcs;le SWlOD wbo ia ool1idcrcd to be
the bes stud horJc of lhallcd 011 tile Ea CoUl The OWIlc: w e di lbat the rao Wil II .sen:Jy
"frictcdwitharlhritulhatbcwl. ullableto IIcoutofbi:sul much lesparpalei.dfelcpraeti
or porformanc. In addition. Lhe hOne ",;o lIot I.hlo to rest well bCQu, of Lbe arrili pai EqI,uJly
disCsiug..;u the facc thai he could 110 klogccpeorm his brcc,dulieswil.ou\ fClrt10 eoLitcd
Ulci inaUon prccurcs We ilC happy 10 rcprt lha. &ftu!.e .drnLCar.n of four boel olCMO
the sWOn w;u wakig in the mOrDin!! rdrcsbed Ild free of pai Illd able to pra it. dr=so macucn
Fllrtbcnnorc he returned quile oom!ortbly to bruding i. !.e IIl.lural WIY. Necca to "Y. Lbo owcn wCIe

ovcrjoycd- Ildwc bet l1c st;!ioli was (Q.

Another in\cre:tig cu involved iI 14-yca-o!d IIUc who had bcalDo Le J;ue 10 wal In aU three
yun of working wilh Ibe horse, her tninO( found that had uc:er bee able to Uttc ;ud. $OmetCI flUl
bar ly manage. to trot Th bad ver did blllgg in the leudoru in her loer !rnt legs. AlLce LWQ

boLtJc. of CMD, ttu: hor was no longer lame and the SWUCII blliges had. diuppCled The mae W.i a1Jle Lo

trol cODuortably alld even canter again for Lhe finL Lime in ye.rs. On a tel point sce esu!Iating pain relief
and mobility, the trainer csLited that the lion.. had i.PfOVe( form a 2. level before CMO \c a 7.5 level
after.

More slIblJe improemenu w cvdClI in a ca wvolvns ;wothe/ drese none l.,al WOl

progrc.ivei bc:minl! nlOre and more resi:IL.L1 \c I riht lead. In thia inoc lhe trincr had atrCody
excrenc. gre.t renlll with CMO for her I1 nec LId shoulder problem pro&bly the rawt of beig
ball!ed arund .L ueal by 100 poWld a: for $0 tny yea So why nnt tr CMO 0'1 lhe hone as 
Even belore r!Disbwl! lhe se'Id bcUJe, the hcn Iot aJ resi.c: to the riht lc.d and sh!7cd a muked
incrcu in nuidity of moti whic ia .t imrtl il drese work.

Olle hOCla W81 c:ndusdy dios as suUcrl! !rm art. by :I-ra wb. e!c:ly reveaed the
presce ct arti bcalpun Alte Idml! th boWa of Q.O tho aw. rcprt thll the bone
spun h8Y d in si I1d ate dispe. Waue hcpi.S 101110 J\ r\tha..al c:alllilin wilb

J:-rayc:nll.uweU
We rliUyrubmittc blo 1I1., of I bora und.aciq treal.aat with CMO fOt the I dard

ilnaJy.iI rt:llir 011 tho al"" bo ciit i. Caorn NothS unu. ap i. the Ina.
AdmierS CMO to hoCl Ut IOt: be I prcle with fi eate ower use I bal

guo with Sr'1 succ bUllCme OWeC pref. to mi the c:nletI ol!.a Ia in wilb IImctins o( whi
tI,e hOR is parllrly food. Soma fLOd thai applCSIIOl MJrI we 0101 li 1f!e call and ilpplCL A
c:mmeral Olt IId mo lnlloofica wob: wcJ to. Abul 2D iI da IC ID wok wel (or an.
averlge$izehors

CMO hu bc efcaa on QLJ dc bamen and po.bcd pip (or arLiIld. bip dylui8 u
wcJ. Sma lIimnec only one carale 1W. 1W calWCI da (or a. 50 ponds of bo wciL
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F
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m
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pain. S
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 to playing golf
w
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fort of any pain
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EXHIBIT H

PROCSEDINGS

MAB VOICE: And now your host for the ature

of Help, Don Bodenbach.

MR. BODENCH: Go to have you wi thHello.

This morning we re going to talk abut a remarkableus.

substance called CM or cetyl myastoliate (phonetic).

And this substance, it may be well what we consider

almost a miracle cue for arthritis. And the form of

arthritis actually doesn t mat er. It apparently works

for all form. What is mare impressive is that once you

undergo the appropriate treatment with cetyl myastoliate

or CMO you are in most cases free from arthritis

symptoms forever.

Sa one treatment that' s it. Sa DlO is --

it' s not a pain reliever. It' 8 not an anti- inflammtory.

It doesn t work like cortisone drgs or steroids.

essentially what is considered an immomulator.
It "

And

an immomoulator is obviously something that gets the
imme system back to a mor functional an appropriate

st;ate.

An that will be exlained an talked abut
here by my guest an exrt on the subj ec:t of QI, Mr.

Len Sanda. An Mr. Sanda is the Director ot: the San
Diego Clinic Immo ogical Center. An the efforts of

Exhbit H
An Pa Ca CmFor The Record, Inc:.

Kaldcrf, Malan
(301) 870- 8025
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EXHIBIT H

this clinic, and the research that has been done through

the clinic and its associates, chat is what has brought

CMO now to the public attention.

He is a psychologist, who over the past 26

years, he has been the owner and director of four crisis

counseling centers, six medical clinics, one hospital.

And he has for the past ten years been focused primarily

on medical research that utilizes or involves the imme
system in treatment. And for the past three years, he' 

been the Director of the San Diego Clinic Immological
Center, and it was through this clinic and its research

associates that CMO haa been studied and brought to the

public light.
So let' s introduce Mr. Len Sands here on the

program. Mr. Sands, welcome and than for being with
us.

MR. SANS: Thank you. It' s a pleasure.

happy to have thia opportunity to talk abut somthing
that we think is very imprtant in the medical field.

MR. BODENCH: well , in looking avr the

ormtion an the literature &but it, an having had 
little bit of informtion abut it prior, I' ve -. I had

mentioned to you that in the magazine that we publish, I

wrote a little article in it. But in getting the

informtion from you, it' s obviously given me a lot mare
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to go with io terms of unde standing this.
And I' 11 tell you. this really - - I guess you

could classify it or put it in the category of a e41

revolutionary breakthrough in medicine, since arthritis

-- there are, you know, millions and millions of people

that suffer with it. But first what I would like to do

just so we can lay some groundwork and help people to

understand what we re talking abut here , could you first

just explain the acronym CHa, what that mean, and tell

us what the compund actually 1s7

Okay.MR. SANS: Basically CM is the
commrcial name, acronym for cetyl myaataliate. And in
the form that we are dealing with it here at the clinic,

it 18 a syraaomalclsnine (phonetic) cetyl myaatoliate,

which has been essentially moified from its original

form into a form that is more readily digestible eo that

it does not have to be inj ected.
Now where or comes from is qui te an

interesting history. The -. it was originally discovered

at the United States Governnt National Institutes of
!fed tb. A researcher there by the na of Ha Deal

(phonetic) back in 1971 discovered thi. substance

existing in a string at mice, called Swi.s Albino mice,

which are generally used in labratories for research.

And he foun it had a remarkale property.
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had the property of preventing the formtion of arthritis

in animals who were injected with arthritis inducing

substances. And even more remarkably it had the property

of literally and totally reversing all arthritic symtoms

in these same labratory animals.

He continued to research this pretty much of

his own volition and as much as he could in the NIH

without a great deal of funding for it. It didn' t seem

like the NIH had a great deal of interest in this

particular substance.

At any rate, it is totally different. The

significant thing abut CMO is that it is not treating

the symtoms of inflammtion or pain. It is in fact

going directly inta the imme system and stopping the
arthritic process itself, which allows the boy to cope

with and heal itself and rid itself of the inflammtion

and pain.
The way it works is as we unerstan it here as

we have investigated it, which is confirmd by a numer

of different other actions of CH -- the way we see this

is that arhritis is an autoimme diseass. Tht is, it
is. disease where your ow imm system is attacking
your own boy. An this occus because there are memory
T cells in the imme system, which get programd to
function against certain substances an organisms in the
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body.

Once this rogram is established, in this case

for the purpose of attacking cartilage, it cantin es.
And it continuee - - it' s originally programmed to more
than likely destroy fragments of cartilage or damaged

cartilage or unealthy cartilage in the body. And

unfortunately there is no stop button. There is no end

program signal in these memory T cells, and attacks

continue then against healthy cartilage as well.

This is why -- this is why we never see

arthritis getting better in people. Of course. there are

improvements that can be achieved through diet and the

like. But generally speaking, arthritis progressively

gets worse and worse year after year. And that' s because
this program is still there in this memory T cell

directing the attack against your own cartilage.-

against your own joints.

Now w t a. does that 1s 80 unique and so

totally different from any other substance so far

utilized for arthritis, is that

to the memory T cells, an it

it gets right in there,

era88s that proram, an
- a result, the arthritic proess stope. At that point

there are no furher attacks aga!tut your own joint8, and

your joints can heal themselves in their own natural

maer or with whatever other aid yPu may find beneficial
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to help that joint heal.

Now, what we see here essentially then is -- I

like to compare it -- I like to campara it to a bad

program n a computer. For example. where you hire a

technician to come in to fix the program , and the

technician goes home and his job is done, and the program

stays fixed. The same thing is true with this

reprogramming of the memory T cella.

Once this is accomplished , there is no need for

any further medication, not even for CM. The DlO has

gone in, done its job, and it is not needed any longer in

most instances. There are a few cases where mere

quantities. larger and more prolong therapy wi th CMO can

prove to be beneficial. But once it' 8 over, it seems to

be aver.

MR. SODENCH: So a person basically -- as I

mentioned in the beginning of the program, you can take

-- there s basically a protocol, an amount that' s given,

and once a person takes that, the job of restructuring or

reprorarrng the irre response and the mellry T cells
is done. And thl!n theAn once it' s done, it' s done.

arthritic proes8 is basically stopped, and it will

continue to be stoppe indl!!initely, is that wht I'
hearing here?

MR. SANS:. Wl!ll, there i a possibility -- WI!
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are assuming this, because people that were treated

eight, ten, 12 years ago, as a result of the studies and

the compounds produced by Harry Deal with the NIH these

people have not needed any further treatment for

arthritis. They have been able to discontinue all

They haven t needed any more pain pilla.medication.

They haven t needed any more anti- inflammtory drugs.

And this is of enormus benefit to most

patients , simply because of the fact that may of these
things are harmul. They re harmul to the liver.
They re harmful to the kidneys We had a patient in here

just a -- JUBt a few days ago, an antique dealer, a woma

who was taking between, I believe, eight and 15 Tylenol

every day. And her test results on liver functio

indicate that she was definitely suffering from liver

impairment as a result of this kind of medication.

And this is -- she has -- she ' 8 been amazed:-

She was taking CMO for only a matter of five days, and

she saw very significant improvement already, despite her

1 i ver damage.

MR. SODBN: Um- hum.

MR. SANS I So it' s a great beefit, because
once you re done with thi. proUl, it appar. that you
are 1 ikely to be done forever. We can' t say tor sure

that perhaps at som point in the future this same
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individual may encounter same circumstances that could

trigger the process anew. But should that happen ten

years down the line, you know, you can just take CMO

aga1n.

MR. BODENACH: Eut I wanted to ask you. The

standard treatment that you mentioned, Tylenol. which

when you start getting up into the doses that you had

mentioned, it does get to be a problem on the liver. aut

ve also got the nonsteroid anti. inflammtory drgs
that are known to actually -- actually continue or

perpetuate the arthritic process.

Because although it does -- although it does

block pain, it disrupts proataglandin synthesis and is

not really -- it' s actually something that furthers joint

destruction. So my question is, as far as arthritis, one

of the main symtoms and problems with arthritis is the

pain associated with it. Does the CM also help with the

pain , if it' & actually stopping the process of the

disease?

MR. SANS: CM itself does not. atop pain.

CM9' s action is totally limited to the imme system

itself. But the boy itself .- when the inflammtion i8

relieve a8 . re8ult of the halting of the arthritic
process, then the boy itself maes all those corrections
ith the disappearane of the inflammtion. With the
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essure O the nerves and the like and the joints, the

joint heals itself and the pain disappears. And this can

be very rapid. It' 8 really amazing how quickly t e body

can readjust itself in some instances.

When we introduced this product at the

conference on aging in Loa Vegas, the medical conference,

there were three doctors there who tried CMO right there

at the conference, and they had immiate results within
24. hours. It is really quite remarkable how quickly --

now that' B not true in all instances , of course.

MR. BODE:ACH: Urn- hum. Mr. Sands, whenever we

hear something like this and it has such remarkable

benefits. there is always the question of, you know

number one, why haven ' twe heard abut it before, you
know, and number two, if it' 8 80 great, why ien t the

medical profession ueing it. All those questions.

know the answers to that. Perhaps you could tell us what

your feelings are abut that?

MR. SANS: Well, of course , CMO was'fes.

rather bui in the NIH for & numr of years, to the

point that when the individual who discovered it retired,

he- himself had to continue on the research on his own.

There was no funng available fro the NtH. An once it
was -- even though it was proved within the labratories

of the NIH to have theee magnificent properties of
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seemingly pe manently eversing the effects of arthritis.

And i ' g difficul to understand why these

things happen, that is why they get buried. But they do.

And one of the things that we ve discovered, too, since

then. or at least we ve been told, that this particular

substance was offered to three major pharmceutical

companies in the United States, all of whom rejected it.

Because being a natural substance, they didn'

feel they could adequately patent it and protect it from

other people basically utilizing the same substance, and

they didn' t want to make the investment. Franly, it
seemed that they didn' t care at all whether it cured

arthritis. All they cared abut was whether they could

have it as their own product without anyone else- coming

in and joining into the -. the utilization of it:

MR. BODENCH: Yeah, the patent frenzy, as we

know it.

MR. SANS Yes, very much so. And so itYes.

got buried. It got lost, and -- until late in 1993, when

there was a small, two or three page article published in

the Jourl ot Pharmceutical Sciences. And in this

article CM was mentioned. The studies in the NIH that

had taken place som ten years before were describe.

And our researchers here, our research associates,

discovered this and thought it was a remarkable thing.
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t.hat.

We began to explore it then not long after

It wasn t -- well, we didn' t. find it until some

time after it was published. Sut early in 1995 w began

making our own studies. As the article in the Journal of

Pharmaceutical Sciences said, we hope Bomeboy picks up
the exploration of this particular substance.

Well, we did. We picked up the exploration of

that substance, and we continued, an we did some studies

on 48 patienta. And we were absolutely amazed by tbe

results. We got between 70 to 100 percent improvement in

joint mobility and in pain reduction. Only two of the. 48

patients didn' t respond to CMO, an both of those, it

turned out, have substantial liver damage.

One from alcoholism problems previous to taking

CMO, and the other as a result of liver damage. He was a

professional football player and had liver damage from

steroid abuse when he was a professional athlete. So, . it
seems to be of benefit to virtually everyboy, except

people who do have 1 i ver damage.

And also we find that it has no effect on gouty

arthritis. And there again, gout is a different problem.

s sort of a physical problem that results fro the

deposit of uric acid crystals in the joint8 the.e very

sharp, pointy crystals that irritate the joint an cause

a great deal of pain, inflamtion d the like. But
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that' s something -- that is a physical thing that CMO,

you know , doesn t reach in that way.

!o. BODENACH: You mentioned that it won

have an effect on gouty arthritis, and that'

understandable, because we know that that' s a primary

iSBue relating to uric acid buildup. CalkingWhat

about here. though -- got rheumtoid and

osteoarthritis. Many people suffer greatly from

rheumatoid arthritis, of course.

That one is the one that has always been

considered as the one to be potentially an autoimme
problem.

that way.

I have not ever consid red osteoarthritis in

We thought more it was a more of a mechanic

type of arthritis. But now, in fact --

MR. SANS; No, see, the mechanical damage to

the joint that results -- he traum hat results in the

damage to the cartilage triggers this very same

autoitme proess, this very same misprogranmng.

like to call it a misprogramming rather than a good

proanng.
MR. BODBNCH: Um- hum.

MR. SANS = This misproganng of the memory T
cells to continue to attack those joints. So, it does

relate back to the imme system, and it is autoimme,
as are may other form ot arthritis, like Beckett'
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syndrome, Sjogren s syndrome. writer s syndrome and

psoriatic arthritis. surprisingly.

We had a patient who when he tried CHO, , he had

about 20 percent of his body covered with psoriasis. as

well as very significant problems in his Knees as a

result of the psoriatic arthritis. And it not only

affected his knees to the point where he stopped wearing

a knee brace and has returned to full activity, but it

cleared up the appearance of the psoriasis on the skin as

well.

And with this -- I know thatMR. BODENCH:

you had mentioned to me that in the beinning CM, in
order to extract it, it was costing somewhere around $100

per capsule?

MR. SANS: Well, the way they were extracting

it, they were grinding up these Swiss Albino mice by the

thousands and dissolving out the CM from what they were

getting from this por animal. And, of course, we ve,
ve been able to avoid that situation now. We' re able

to use a bee! tallow substance to extract CM from. And

even though the raw matl!rials are not all that exensive,

the extraction process itself is quite exive.
MR. BODBN: Tht' s -- let' . talk now,

though, abut the protocol an the exnse -- actually
the expense of going through basically this CM protocol.
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MR. SANS: Okay. Basically - well, many

people say that it' s a blessing, because they were

loaking forward to spending thousands and thousands of

dollars for the re8t of their life taking .. just taking

things to be able to allow them to just barely function

during the day. Whereas they take CMQ and they return to

somewhere between 70 and 100 percent af their old selves.

I did, personally.

MR. 80DENCH Urn- hum.

MR. SANS: I had my own personal experiences

with 010.

MR. eODENCH: Let' s get back for a moment to

the rheumatoid arthritis and the osteoarthritis. Now I

know there are many people out there - - once rheumatoid

arthritis advances to a certain point, some people are

obviously crippled, and it' s a very, very agonizing type

of situation.

For people that are well advanced into the

disease, how well does the CMO work on those people? And

i8 it basically the earn for people that have just the

beginnngs of it an people that are well advanced in it?

18 .there any changes that need to take place or

differences in the protocol. for the different levels of

the disease process?

MR. SANS: Generally speaking, that' 9 what we
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did with the 48 patlents. We were primarily examining

the protocol necessary 10 the various different

seyerities and forms of arthritis- And what we found is

that the protocol is virtually the same. Some people may

respond quicker, because their ability to heal faster is

better than those of other individuals.

But even though a case may be very, very

advanced, we ve had people that have been in wheelchairs

for two, three or four years that are back up walking

again. As long as there is no physical damage to the

bone, the CMO staps the arthri tic process and the boy
begins to normlize. If there is physical damage to the

bone, of course, that' s something that, you know, a

capsule cannot correct, and that may require surgery.

But we ve had --

I recall one case very distinctly, where this

person was considering .- well, actually she was

suicidal. And she reached the point where CM - - she
found CMO. She had a frozen hip jointShe took the CMO.

among all the other pains that she had. And by the time

she was done with CM, she said well, I' ve reached the

point where I' m going to get surery on my hip. Now it'

worth it. An this i8, you knw, quite a step from

suicide.
MR. BODE:CH: Now let me ask you this.'fes.
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People that are considering hip replacement surgeries and

this type of thing, is there any way to potentially

prevent that, or are they in that situation because the

bone has deteriorated and there s nothing else that can

be done?

It depends upon the individualMR. SANS:

situation. There have been several instances where we

have actually - - CMO has actually intervened to the point
where the individuals did not feel hip surgery was worth

the effort beyond that point. The improvement was 90

dramatic that they felt no need.

And we have -- I remember the comments of one

physician, as a matter of fact, who said that he had had

knee surgery, a knee replacement. several years before.

And he said the remarkable thing is that it didn' t just

fix one joint. It fixed all of my joints that were being

attacked, and it turned his life around.

MR. BOCENCH: When joints are being affected

like this and then the CMO is taken, the protocol 

done, an the pain and inflammtion is gone, what abut
exercise and weight bearing issues on the joint? Will
it allow you to be able to exercise afterward, or is

there still residual joint problema?

: SANS: Well, yes. Exercise is not a

problem. We recommend that people return to their norml
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activitles gradually, simply because you -- you know, you

don t want to overstress the joint again. One of our

frequent encounters with patients afterwards indicates

that I felt so good , I started doing things I hadn' t done

in so long, that they had developed muscle soreness, but

not joint soreness. You know, you can overfatigue your

muscles and get aches and pains in the muscles, but the

joints seemed to do just well.

MR. 80DENCH: Urn- hum.

MR. SANS: We had one woma who was in

physical therapy at the time that she started CHO. she

couldn' t even lift a four pound weight. And when she

finished - - I think it was in about six days - - she was

lifting ten pound weights. But here again. approach it
wi th caut ion. Don t - . like any exercise program, you

know , you don t want to overdo it initially. You just

want to rebuild your strength quite gradually.

MR. BODENCH: Many people suffer --

MR SANS: Yes.

MR. BODRNCH: -- deformties as a result of

tlJe arthritis. You can see it in the hads, especially

. older people. Now can it have an effect on chaing
or reversing these deformties , or is that something that

once you have it, you have it?

MR. SANS The deformties are usually the
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result of the inflammation itself. These huge nodules

that farm are the result of inflammtion. Once the

inflammtion disappears, the appearance improves

dramatically. And besides that, th g very swelling 

the very same swelling of the joints often dislocates the

bones and causes that twisted disfigurement appearance --

and because there is disproportionate pressure on the

bones, twisting them aut of their norml site.

And as a result, when the inflammtion is gone,

very frequently the bone is retured back to the norml
positions and there is a remarkable improvement. We've

had a number of people tell us that they had to get their'

rings re.sized and all sorts of things like that that

occur as a resul 

(Break in tap..

MR. 80DENCH: precautionary note abut
ather compounds that are out there and what we need to be

looking for?

MR. SANS: Yes. I would be happy to do that.

As a matter of fact, we re rather upset. It' s not a

knock otf and it' 8 not a less ensive version. It 1s a

totally different substance that - whose molecules

re8emble CM but don' t tunction in the imme system.
And they have actually counterfeited our labl , the CM
label. And it is a. unfortunate thing. They are
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capitalizing on a product that has become well known ,-

well, not all that well known. but certainly has praved

to be very effective. And they have counterfeite it and

it' s no better than a counterfeit bill in actual fact.

It doesn t work. And it may even bear a iabel that says

CMO on it, but it is not.

MR. BODENCH: It' B not that. All right.
ve got that out there. People need to know that

particular issue. And that' s why. you know , I knew that

this was the source, and that' s why I had you here on the

problem. so that we could, you know , really talk abut
the stuff that really works.

Now let' s just --
(Break in tape.

MR. BODENCH: - there are some callers, and

re not going to have time to really take them at this

point. But just in review, first of all, that CMO, the

treatment one time around through the protocol is really

all you need for the majority of people, is that correct?

leave

MR. SANS: That' s right, and they can

their meications behind after that.
JUBt

MR. BODENCH: And the types of arthritis that

it' s effective for would be the rheumtoid arthritis, the
osteoarthritis, not the gouty arthritis, but also some of

the other arthritic situations, like anklosink
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spondylitis (phonetic) arthritis, writer s syndrome,

Sjogren s syndrome, Beckett' s syndrome and psoriatic

arthritis have also responded to the treat.ment as well,

correct 7

MR. SANS: That is absolutely right. And

there have been another - - other disorders that people

have -- various doctors who have been utilizing CMO have

found to be beneficial, things like lupus, multiple

sclerosis, emphysema and the like, simply because along

with other medications, whereCMO seems to work along

with other medications to help the process along, as a

result of ita effect on the imme system.

(Break in tap..

MR. BODENACH, . with quite a few people with

the CMO, and if I' m hearing you correctly, what you said

is, unless a person had not suffered same degree of liver

function impairment. then the vast majority of people

respond favorably to CM?

MR. SANS: re getting about 96 percent

success rate.
MR. BODENCH: Folks, that' s the story on CMO.

Mr.- Sans, I would like to first tha you very much for
being here. And there ie a lot more that we could talk

abut with this, and we ve had just a phenomenal response

here on the radio. I c&n see that the phone lines have
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been lit up from the time that we had mentioned It.

there s obviously a lot of interest in this.
Mr. Sands, thank you so much for being ,with us.

I'11 be talking to you shortly, and we 11 have you back

on the air shortly dS well.

MR. SANS; I would love it. I wouldWell.

love to come back. And thank you BO much.

MR. BODENCH: You re more than welcome.

(Whereupon, the conference was concluded.
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DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation
of certain acts and practices of the respondents named in the caption
hereof, and the respondents having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Consumer Protection
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and which
if issued by the Commission , would charge respondents with violation
of the Federal Trade Commission Act; and

The respondents and counsel for the Commission having there-
after executed an agreement containing a consent order, an admission

by the respondents of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in the
aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agrecment is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
such complaint , or that the facts as allegcd in such complaint , other

than jurisdictional facts , are true , and waivers and other provisions as
required by the Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and
having detcrmincd that it had reason to believe that the respondents
have violated the said Act, and that a complaint should issue stating
its charges in that rcspcct, and having thereupon accepted the

executed consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public
record for a period of sixty (60) days , now in further conformity with
the procedure prescribed in Section 2. 34 of it Rules , the Commission
hereby issues its complaint , makes the following jurisdictional
findings and enters the following order:

I. Respondents Melinda R. Sneed and John L. Sneed are the
proprietors of, and do busincss as , Arthritis Pain Care Center, with its

principal offce locatcd at 3615-F Pioncer Parkway, Arlington , Texas.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter ofthis proceeding and of the respondcnts , and the procceding

is in the public interest.

ORDER

DEFI"ITONS

For purposes of this order , the following definitions shall apply:

I. "Competent and reliable scientific evidence shall mean tests
analyses , research, studies , or other evidence based on the expertise
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of professionals in the relevant area, that has been conducted and
evaluated in an objective manner by persons qualified to do so , using
procedures generally accepted in the profession to yield accurate and
reliable results.

2. " CMO" shall mean any product or substance that contains or
purports to contain cetylmyristoleate (also known as cetyl
myristoleate) or "CMO " any analog of cetylmyristoleate, or any

formulation of cetyl aleohol and myristoleic acid, including but not
limited to CMO , purportedly useful to relieve the symptoms of
treat, mitigate , cure , prevent , relieve , heal or alleviate any disease or
health condition.

3. Unless otherwise specified respondents shall mean Melinda
R. Sneed and John L. Sneed , individually and doing business as
Arthritis Pain Care Center, and each of their agents , representatives
and employees.

4. " Clearly and prominently shall mean as follows:

A. In an advertisement communicated through an electronic
medium (such as television , video , radio , and interactive media such
as the Internet and online services), the disclosure shall be presented
simultaneously in both the audio and video portions of the advertise-
ment. Provided , however , that in any advertisement presented solely
through video or audio means , the disclosure may be made through
the same means in which the ad is presented. The audio disclosure
shall be delivered in a volume and cadence suffcient for an ordinary
consumer to hear and comprehend it. The video disclosure shall be of
a size and shade, and shall appear on the screen for a duration

sufficient for an ordinary consumer to read and comprehend it. In
addition to the foregoing, in interactive media the disclosure shall
also be unavoidable and shall be presented prior to the consumer
incurring any financial obligation.

B. In a print advertisement, promotional material , or instructional
manual , the disclosure shall be in a type size and location suffciently
noticeable for an ordinary consumer to read and comprehend it , in
print that contrasts with the background against which it appears.

C. On a product label , the disclosure shall be in a type size and
location sufficiently noticeable for an ordinary consumer to read and
comprehend it , in print that contrasts with the background against
which it appears.
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The disclosure shall be in understandable language and syntax.
Nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in mitigation of the

disclosure shall be used in any advertisement or on any label.
5. "Purchaser shaH mean any transferee of any product covered

by this order who acquires such product from respondents for
valuable consideration.

6. "Distributor shall mean any purchaser or other transferee of
any product covered by this order who acquires product from
respondents , with or without valuable consideration , and who sells
or who has sold , such product to other sellers or to consumers
including but not limited to individuals , retail stores , or catalogs.

7. " Commerce shall mean as defined in Section 4 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 U. C. 44.

It is ordered That respondents , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device

including franchisees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale

sale , or distribution of CMO or any substantially similar product , in
or affecting commerce , shaH not represent , in any manner, expressly
or by implication , that such product:

A. Is effective in the mitigation, treatment, prevention, or cure of
arthritis , including rheumatoid arthritis and osteoarthritis;

B. Provides permanent relief from symptoms of arthritis
including pain, impaired mobility, swelling, or joint deformities;

C. Is as effective as or superior to prescription medications in the
treatment of arthritis or the relief of arthritis symptoms;

D. Is completely safe or has no adverse side effects; or
E. Is effective in the treatment of multiple sclerosis, lupus

emphysema, chronic bronchitis, silicone breast disease, cancer
benign prostate hyperplasia, hypertension, hypotension, or cardiac

arrhythmia;

unless , at the time the representation is made , respondents possess
and rely upon competent and reliable scientific evidence that
substantiates the representation.
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II.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device

including franchisees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale
sale , or distribution of CMO products or any other food , dietary
supplement or drug, as " food" and "drug" are defined in Section 15
of the Federal Trade Commission Act , or program, in or affecting
commerce, shall not make any representation, in any manner
expressly or by implication , about the performance , safety, effcacy
or health benefits of any such product or program , unless , at the time
the representation is made, respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any product that is specifically permitted in the
labeling for such product by regulations promulgated by the Food and
Drug Administration pursuant to the Nutrition Labeling and

Education Act of 1990.

IV.

Nothing in this order shall prohibit respondents from making any
representation for any drug that is permitted in the labeling for such
drug under any tentative final or final standard promulgated by the
Food and Drug Administration or under any new drug application
approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device

including franchisees , licensees , or distributors , in connection with
the advertising, promotion, offering for sale , sale , or distribution of
any product or program, in or affecting commerce, shall not
misrepresent, in any manner, expressly or by implication, the
existence , contents , validity, results , conclusions or interpretations of
any test , study, or research.
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VI.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device

including franchisees , licensees or distributors , in connection with the
manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promotion, offering for sale

sale , or distribution of any product or program in or affecting
commerce, shall not represent, in any manner, expressly or by
implication , that the experience represented by any user testimonial
or endorsement of the product or program represents the typical or
ordinary experience of members ofthe public who use the product or
program , unless:

A. At the time it is made , respondents possess and rely upon
competent and reliable scientific evidence that substantiates the
representation; or

B. Respondents disclose , clearly and prominently, and in close
proximity to the endorsement or testimonial , either:

I. What the generally expected results would be for users of the
product or program; or

2. The limited applicability of the endorser s experience to what
consumers may generally expect to achieve , that is , that consumers
should not expect to experience similar results.

For purposes of this Part

, "

endorsement" shall mean as defined in 16
CFR 255. 0(b).

VII.

It is further ordered That respondents , directly or through any
partnership, corporation, subsidiary, division, or other device

including franchisees , licensees , or distributors , in connection with
the advertising, promotion, offering for sale , sale , or distribution of
any product or program in or affecting commerce, shall disclose

clearly and prominently, and in close proximity to the endorsement
a material connection, where one exists , between a person providing
an endorsement of any product or program, as "endorsement" is
defined in 16 CFR 255 .O(b), and any respondent, or any other
individual or entity manufacturing, labeling, advertising, promoting,
offering for sale , selling, or distributing such product or program. For
purposes of this order

, "

material connection" shall mean any
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relationship that might materially affect the weight or credibility of
the endorsement and would not reasonably be expected by
consumers.

VIII.

It is further ordered That:

A. Respondents shall not disseminate to any distributor any
material containing any representations prohibited by this order.

B. Respondents shall not , directly or indirectly, authorize any
distributor to make any representations prohibited by this order.

C. Within thirty (30) days after service of this order, respondents

shall send by certified mail , return receipt requested , an exact copy of
the notice attached hereto as Attachment A to each distributor with
whom respondents have done business since January I , 1996 , to the

extent that such distributor is known to respondents through a diligent
search of their records , including but not limited to computer files
sales records , and inventory lists. The mailing shall not include any
other documents.

D. For a period of three (3) years following service of this order
respondents shall send by certified mail , return receipt requested , an

exact copy of the notice attached hereto as Attachment A to each
distributor with whom respondents do business aftcr the date of
service ofthis order who has not previously received the notice. Such
notice shall be sent within one (1) week from the first shipmcnt of
respondents ' products to said distributor. The mailing shall not
include any other documents.

E. Respondents shaH require distributors to submit to respondents
all advertising and promotional materials and claims for any products
or programs covered by this order for review prior to their dissemina-
tion and publication. Respondents shall not authorizc distributors to
disseminatc these materials and claims unless they are in compliance
with this order.

Respondents may also comply with the obligations set forth above
in this subpart by: (a) disseminating to distributors marketing
materials that do not contain representations prohibited by this order;
and (b) requiring these distributors to submit for review all
advertising and promotional materials for a paricular product covered
by this order that contain representations that are not substantially

similar to the representations for the same product contained in the
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advertising and promotional material(s) most recently forwarded to
the distributors by respondents.

F. Respondents shall monitor distributors' advertising and
promotional activities. In the event that respondents receive any
information that , subsequent to receipt of Attachment A pursuant to
subparts C and D of this Part, any distributor is using or
disseminating any advertisement or promotional material or making
any ora) statement that contains any representation prohibited by this
order, respondents shall immediately terminate said distributor s right
to market respondents ' products or programs and immediately
provide , by certified mail , all relevant information, including name
address , and telephone number ofthe company at issue , the nature of
the violation , and any relevant materials used or disseminated , to the
Associate Director, Division of Enforcement, Federal Trade
Commission, Washington, D.C. 20580.

IX.

It is further ordered That respondents Melinda R. Sneed and
John L. Sneed shall , for five (5) years after the last correspondence to
which they pertain, maintain and upon request make available to the
Federal Trade Commission for inspection and copying: copies of all
notification letters sent to distributors , communications between
respondents and distributors referring or relating to the requirements
of Part VII, and any other materials created pursuant to Part VII 
this order.

It is further ordered That respondents Melinda R. Sneed and
John L. Sneed shall, for five (5) years after the last date of
dissemination of any representation covered by this order, maintain
and upon request make available to the Federal Trade Commission
for inspection and copying:

A. All advertisements and promotional materials containing the
representation;

B. All materials that were relied upon in disseminating the

representation; and
C. All tests , reports , studies , surveys , demonstrations , or other

evidence in their possession or control that contradicts , qualifies , or
calls into question thc reprcsentation, or the basis relied upon for the
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representation , including complaints and other communications with
consumers or with governmental or consumer protection organizations.

XI.

It is further ordered That respondents Melinda R. Sneed and
John L. Sneed shall deliver a copy of this order to all current and
future principals and managers, and to all current and future
employees , agents , and representatives having responsibilities with
respect to the subject matter of this order, and shall secure from each
such person a signed and dated statement acknowledging receipt of
the order. Respondents shall deliver this order to current personnel
within thirt (30) days after the date of service of this order, and to
future personnel within thirty (30) days after the person assumes such
position or responsibilities.

XII.

It is further ordered That respondents Melinda R. Sneed and
John L. Sneed shall , within sixty (60) days after the date of service of
this order, and at such other times as the Federal Trade Commission
may require , file with the Commission a report , in writing, setting
forth in detail the manner and form in which they have complied with
this order.

XII
This order wil terminate on September 7 , 2019 , or twenty (20)

years from the most recent date that the United States or the Federal
Trade Commission files a complaint (with or without an accompany-
ing consent decree) in federal court alleging any violation of the
order, whichever comes later; provided , however, that the filing of
such a complaint will not affect the duration of:

A. Any Part in this order that terminates in less than twenty (20)
years;

B. This order s application to any respondent that is not named as
a defendant in such complaint; and

C. This order if such complaint is filed after the order has
terminated pursuant to this Part.
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Provided , further, that if such complaint is dismissed or a federal
court rules that the respondent did not violate any provision of the
order, and the dismissal or ruling is either not appealed or upheld on
appeal , then the order will terminate according to this Part as though
the complaint had never been filed , except that the order will not
terminate between the date such complaint is filed and the later of the
deadline for appealing such dismissal or ruling and the date such

dismissal or ruling is upheld on appea1.
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ATTACHMENT A

Attachment A

AY CERTIFIED MAII RETURN RECFIPT RF.OUESTFD
(10 Be Prited on Artis Pain. Care Cen.ter leterhead)

(date)

Dear (distrbutor s name):

The owners of Artis Pai Ca. Center setted a civil dispute with the Federal Trade
Commssion ("FTC'" ) on involving advel1sil1g claims for our cetyimyrsto!eate (CMO)
product.. As a par aflhe settement, we must make sure that you cOIup!y with the FTC order.

Our settement with the FTC prohibits us from makng UIubstatiated claims for any
heaJth-rcla!ed prouct or progr. Pleae see the attched FIC Complait and Agreement
Contanig Consent Order for detaled ivionnat\on. We reuest your asistce by aski you
NOT to use , rely on or distrbute any advertsing or promotional materials containng
U.substWtiated claims and NOT to make unsubstatiated ora representations. P!eas also notify
any afyoux rel or wholesae cusomers to do the same. If you or your retal or wholesae
cUSomers use such materials or make such reprentations in the futu, we ar requird by the

FTC settlemenl to stop doing business with you and to inform the FTC of your activities.

In addition, the FTC requies us 10 ensur that adversing and promolionaJ materials and
claims for any product or progr covered by ths order an in compliance with the FTC
settlement reuirements. Pleae see Par VIII of the enclosed Agrment Contang Consnt
Order for detaled Lnonnation.

Although we do not adit tht the FTC's aJlegatiolJ ar tre, we have agree to send ths
letter as a par of our settement with the FTC. At the present lime , we do oot sell CMO
products.

Than you ver much for your aSistce

Melinda Sneed and
John Sned
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